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A Word from the Director General
I’m delighted to say that in spite of current economic 
difficulties the AMPS membership continues to grow and 
I can barely keep up with my visits to greet both new and 
existing members, so please be patient if I haven’t got 
around to arranging a meeting with you yet. This year 
marks the 30th anniversary of the formation of AMPS so I 
look forward to reading contributions about changes within 
industry over the last three decades, which we can include 
in the birthday issue of AMPS Power magazine in July.

In March the 2016 AMPS Conference and luncheon took place. 
For those of our members who missed out on tickets I can only 
apologise, but please be sure to book your place in good time 
for 2017. Those who did attend will remember the inspirational 
presentation from Susan Scurlock, CEO and founder of Primary 
Engineer. Since then, I have met with Susan at her state of the art 
headquarters in Burnley and we are forging strong partnerships 
to encourage youngsters to get excited about engineering. 

SEMTA have stated that there will be a need for 182,000 
science, engineering and technology technicians each year so  
we need to start sparking interest right now. I hope some AMPS 
members will take up the Primary Engineer challenge. Susan is 
keen to contribute to AMPS Power and you can read her latest 
article in this issue, as well as the Conference report. Earlier in 

April AMPS and 16 other members exhibited at Data Centre 
World at Excel London. A very successful event took place  
and plenty of pictures are included in a special Data Centre 
World feature. 

2016 marks  
our 30th  
anniversary...

Finally, we’re already planning the next AMPS Awards Ceremony 
which this year will take place in November at the Midland Hotel 
in Manchester. Please start thinking about who may be worthy of 
your nominations.

Until next time,

Paul Blything, Director General 
paul.blything@amps.org.uk 
01787 221025

welcome

TIME TO STAND OUT 
FROM THE CROWD
NEW Advertising Opportunities with AMPS….

The AMPS Jargon Buster 

JARGONE!
Put simply get an incredible reach of 5000  
end-users with proven enquiry generation.

AMPS POWER 

SHOUT OUT
Something to shout about? Try our great value packages 
and we’ll make sure over a 1000 readers hear you.

Call AMPS on 01787 221025
BOOKING  

DEADLINE  

30 JUNE
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Contents Welcome to AMPS Power,  
the Data Centre issue 
A very busy but enjoyable two days were spent promoting 
AMPS at Data Centre World in the first half of April. You can 
see our feature about the event in this issue. Sticking with 
this subject the main feature article also concentrates on 
Data Centres; a rapidly growing sector for which every new 
building requires an emergency back up system.

Following the AMPS Conference in March we are very 
pleased to be carrying on the theme of The Knowledge Gap, 
with help from Susan Scurlock of Primary Engineer, one of 
the speakers at this year’s conference. You can read Susan’s 
article at the back of the magazine, and be inspired to get 
involved with one of the Primary Engineer schemes.

Another new addition to AMPS Power is the pullout section 
‘The Pink Pages’, which we hope you will find interesting 
and useful. The content for this issue has been contributed 
by the AMPS Technical Committee and provides essential 
information about European Grid Codes. In future, we 
aim to include information about marketing, funding and 
exporting as well as technical issues.

As always there is a packed ‘Members News’ section,  
as well as a number of other articles which we hope you  
find interesting.

The next issue of AMPS Power will celebrate the 30th 
anniversary of the organization and look forward to receiving 
any relevant memories or old pictures either about AMPS or 
how the industry has changed over the last 30 years.

The AMPS team

welcome

MEMBER

Contact AMPS 
Email us at :  
info@AMPS.org.uk

Main Contact Number:  

01787 221025
AMPS Registered Address: 
AMPS, CJAM Ltd, Peershaws, Berewyk Hall Court,  
White Colne, Colchester, Essex CO6 2QB

Director General  
Paul Blything  
paul.blything@amps.org.uk 
07980 374872

Secretariat and Accounts 
Lisa Dalton  
lisa.dalton@amps.org.uk 
01787 221025

Accounts dept: Accounts@AMPS.org.uk

Publications and Marketing 
Stuart Spooner 
stuart.spooner@amps.org.uk 
07734 680480

www.amps.org.uk
We’d love to hear from you – please get in touch if you have any queries 
or suggestions to make AMPS even better.

“�The�magazine�of�the��
��������generating�set�industry�”
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Power Sauce 
2016 P1 Dale Power Solutions Yorkshire Grand Prix Of The Sea

The 2016 P1 Dale Power Solutions Yorkshire Grand 
Prix of the Sea took place on 14 & 15 May drawing 
crowds to Scarborough for the best free-to-watch 
powerboat and Jet Ski racing event of the year. 

Dale Power Solutions, based in Scarborough, were once again on 
board as the headline sponsor. DPS CEO, Tim Wilkins was delighted 
to be renewing the company’s title sponsorship: “The atmosphere 
last year was fantastic and the event was a tremendous advertisement 
for our company as we celebrated out 80th anniversary. It enabled 
us to showcase our brand, engage with new audiences and bring key 
clients from around the UK to our headquarters in Scarborough”.

The North Sea produced mighty, rolling waves, great for surfers 
but not ideal for powerboat and Jet Ski racers. With the safety of 
competitors being the primary concern, Saturday’s race programme 
was almost entirely abandoned and it wasn’t sure that conditions 
would calm enough to allow Sunday’s racing to go ahead. However, 

the P1 fleet of ten race boats and twenty Jet Ski riders prepared to do 
battle in the Dale Power Solutions P1 Yorkshire Grand Prix of 
the Sea.

The schedule was extended to three races and the punishing 
conditions took their toll in the opening race with three boats 
becoming casualties. The final result could not have been closer with 
two teams finishing level on points and a countback required before 
the Quantum Racing crew was declared as the winner. 

P1 chief operating officer, Robert Wicks was relieved that racing was 
able to go ahead on Sunday and praised the crews for their resilience: 
“The teams put on a superb show for the 
thousands of spectators along Marine Drive. 
We enjoyed racing in South Bay and really 
appreciate the warm welcome we receive 
from everyone in Scarborough.”

www.dalepowersolutions.com

How to be ‘green, lean and clean’ when 
developing buildings and estates

ENER-G has published a 
detailed new guide  

to improving building 
energy performance  

for developers and estate 
managers, which  

is available free to download.

The publication is entitled 
‘Deep Green: How Criteria for 21st 
Century Building Performance is Testing the 
Environmental Credentials of Developers and 
Estate Managers’. It outlines the challenge 

of saving energy by using it more efficiently, 
and employing low-carbon sources of energy 
instead of fossil fuels. Around 40% of the 
EU’s energy consumption and CO2 emissions 
comes from energy used in buildings. By 
2025, a 50% reduction is sought by the UK 
government. The 15-page guide explains that 
buildings will play a critical role in reducing 
energy consumption, and that most of the 
buildings we have today will still be around in 
30 years’ time – meaning that we need to act 
now to make them energy-efficient.

Clare Burns, Marketing Manager for ENER-G 
Combined Power, said: “This guide emphasises 
the importance of using the latest techniques 
and best practices to improve environmental 
performance and comply with regulations. 
CHP has an important role to play – along 
with other green technologies – in reducing 
the long-term cost of construction, and 
safeguarding the environment for future 
generations.”

You can download the guide from the news 
page of the Ener-g website.

Further information:  
www.energ.co.uk/chp

ABB – Delivering the bigger picture
ABB has been selected by Smart Grid News 
as a ‘Smart Grid Company to Watch’ for its 
investment in helping utilities meet the five 
major electricity requirements of the global 
society: capacity, reliability, efficiency, security 
and sustainability. ABB has been a proven and 
trusted solution provider for utilities needing 
to deploy successful, secure automated 
operations that meet those requirements 
in 2016 and beyond. The company enables 
utilities to act strategically and proactively 
by delivering the “bigger picture” with 
interconnected solutions that provide cohesion 
across the energy planning and operational 
lifecycle, helping utilities make smarter energy 

investment decisions, plan operations properly, 
and control the grid in real time efficiently and 
effectively.

As utilities continue the “smart” integration of 
distributed energy resources (DER) into their 
existing networks, ABB's big picture approach 
continues to serve customers well. A smarter 
grid will mitigate the variable nature of solar 
and wind DERs, but will also support overall 
grid stability and reliability, while maximizing 
benefits to stakeholders. ABB believes that 
the work done now to make electric grids 
smarter overall is an investment that will 
offer immediate returns, and, in turn, has 
committed to developing and advancing critical 

infrastructure such as centralized control 
systems and cost effective energy storage to 
make it happen.

Following successful product releases in 
2015, this year ABB launched a holistic 
approach bringing together all aspects of 
the lifecycle, allowing asset intensive utilities 
to gather data information from diverse 
sources for near real time views into actual 
conditions of assets on the network, bringing 
together asset performance management, 
workforce management and enterprise asset 
management.

www.abb.com

©
 iStock Photo Library
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AMPS Media Planner  
2016-17 

Good value advertising – 
Reach your customers 
through AMPS

There are a number of different ways to get 
involved in AMPS Power editorial. 

Contribute to feature articles – We’re often 
looking for contributions and opinion for our feature 
articles. If you’ve got experts who really know their 
stuff at your company we’d love to hear from you. 

Free editorial – If the story’s right and there’s 
sufficient space* we’ll try to include your company 

news and case studies in the member news section 
for free. Make sure we receive in plenty of time for 
the editorial deadlines. 

*  We operate a fairness policy where priority will be  
given to members who have not been featured recently. 

Editorial + Advert – Editorial space can sometimes 
be allocated in a package as part of an advertising deal. 
Please get in contact if this appeals. 

Editorial

Advertising

www.amps.org.uk
AMPS, Peershaws, Berewyk Hall Court, White Colne, Colchester, Essex CO6 2QB

Tel: +44 (0) 1787 221025  Fax: +44 (0) 845 3016853  Email: info@AMPS.org.uk

The Association of Manufacturers and Suppliers of Power generating Systems

Registered in England and Wales Registration No. 02440097
© Copyright AMPS 2015 

This publication, its design and graphics (except those belonging to members of the organisation) are owned 

by AMPS and may not be reused without the express written permission of the copyright holder(s).

The Association of Manufacturers and 

suppliers of Power Systems and ancillary equipment

AMPS 

ISO 8528  UL2200 

Technical GuidesThe AMPS Technical Committee has developed a series of innovative guides 

in relation to International Standard ISO 8528. They are available free to 

AMPS members and can be purchased by non-members.

AMPS Technical Guides to ISO 8528:

Part 1 – Application, ratings and performance

Part 2 – Specifi cation for engines

Part 3 –  Specifi cation for alternating current 

generatorsPart 4 – Control and switchgear

Part 5 –  Reciprocating combustion driven 

alternating generating sets

Part 6 – Test methods

UL2200 Guide Requirements to cover stationary engine 
generator assemblies 

rated 600 volts or less.

To get your copies of the 

AMPS Technical Guides, 

visit the AMPS website. 
www.amps.org.uk
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AMPS TECHNICAL GUIDES Part 2: SPecification for engineS

The Association of Manufacturers and suppliers of Power Systems and ancillary equipment

AMPS
GUIDES

PART 2: Specification for Engines

TECHNICAL
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ON-SITE POWER Jargon Buster
The no-nonsense guide for generating sets 

used in On-Site Power applications
ISSUE 3
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OUTSIDE FRONT COVER

OUTSIDE BACK COVER

ON-SITE POWER ISSUE

AMPS5610 JB Construction Week A5 COVER 04.indd   1
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AMPS Member 

Directory

The trusted source for quality  

suppliers of Power Generation  

products and services 

2016 edition

AMPS7514 Members Directory 2016 06.indd   1

03/03/2016   14:05

Great value advertising rates. 

Standard Advertising 

Half-page advert £375+ VAT
Type area: 133mm high x 185mm wide

Full-page Advert £600+ VAT 
Type area: 267mm high x 185mm wide or Trim: 
297mm high x 210mm wide

Enhanced Advertising 

Web + Print Package £500
Half-page advert and 3 months web banner 

Loose Insert + Half-page advert £850+VAT
Double-sided A4 insert

Loose Insert + Half-Page Advert + Extra 500 
copies of loose insert £950+VAT  
Have extra copies of loose insert for own use at 
expos, meetings and conferences

External Wrap + Full Page Advert £950+VAT
Really shine the spotlight on your company with a 
prominent cover wrap

The Big Bundle Offer £2000 + VAT
A year’s worth of advertising (4 issues) at a great rate 

•  External wrap + Full page advert for 1 magazine issue

• 3x half-page adverts 

• 3 months web banner on AMPS homepage 

Ensure your company is getting the exposure 
it deserves by being featured in AMPS’ flagship 
quarterly publication. 

If you’d like to discuss a personalised package please don’t hesitate to get in contact. 

To advertise or for further information please get in contact.

stuart.spooner@amps.org.uk 07734 680480  www.amps.org.uk

Issue 1 2017 – Overseas Trade  Issue 2 2017 – Towards Cleaner Energy 

Issue 3 2016 – The AMPS Anniversary Issue Issue 4 2016 – Decentralised Power 

This issue celebrates the 30th anniversary of AMPS and how the industry has 
changed over the years as well as looking forward to the future. 

• Market ups and downs   • AMPS members old and new   • New technology

Deadlines

Editorial and Advertising Deadline: 11th July
Distributed: Last week of July

This issue explores the opportunities to export with advice on avoiding the 
pitfalls and “how to” practical help.

• Merging markets   • First time exporting   • Growing your export business 
• Marketing to grow your business 

Deadlines 

Editorial and Advertising Deadline:16th January  
Distributed: First week in February 

This issue explores microgrids, distributed power generation, side demand 
services and short term operating reserve. 

• Small scale power generation   • Storage methods   • Balancing the grid 

Deadlines 

Editorial and Advertising Deadline: 3rd October  
Distributed: Mid October 

This issue focuses on new technology and methods of cleaning fuel,  
bio-diesel and hybrid fuelled generators as well as looking to the future.

• Clearing the air   • Emissions update   • Energy storage solutions 

Deadlines 

Editorial and Advertising Deadline: 10th April  
Distributed: Last week of April 
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Isabel Oakeshott – Political 
Journalist and Commentator

Isabel Oakeshott is 
a political journalist 
and commentator. 
She recently 
completed a 
biography on the 
prime minister and 
was Political Editor 
of the Sunday Times 
from 2011 until 
2014 and currently 
Political Editor At 

Large for the Daily Mail and a panellist on BBC1's 
Sunday Politics show.

Isabel, a very eloquent speaker, concentrated 
on the very current topic of the forthcoming 
referendum and campaign to stay in or to leave 
the EU. Already developing into a more lively 
debate than expected, this is in large part due 
to the publicity surrounding the migrant/refugee 
crisis, as opposed to the 26,911 words published 
by the EU on the sale of cabbage; the type of 
example more often quoted when referring to 
the EU. She shared her own predictions about 
the result, and included her post referendum 
thoughts and the position of David Cameron as 
Conservative Party Leader as well as his potential 
successor. A short Q&A session followed Isabel’s 
speech with questions asked about the size of the 
labour market if Britain votes to leave the EU and 
how to boost the turnout of voters.

Dr. Susan Scurlock – Chief 
Executive of Primary Engineer

In 2005 Susan 
established 
Primary Engineer 
with the simple 
aim of increasing 
the number of 
engineers entering 
the profession. 
Over the years 
additional 
programmes have 
been designed to 

increase engagement – Secondary Engineer, the 
Leaders Award for STEM, as well as a series of 
teacher training courses and resources to engage 
teachers from early years and primary through  
to secondary teachers of STEM subjects

Directly addressing the Skills Gap Susan 
captivated the audience with her passionate 
speech and plea to help get children inspired 
in STEM subjects and described how she was 
working to do this through Primary Engineer, 
the organisation that she started. Starting with 
the disclosure that she wasn’t allowed to choose 
engineering as a career, she continued by 
revealing that “engineering” is mentioned just 
3 times in the school curriculum for England 
and Northern Ireland and not at all in Wales, 
but 21 times in the Scottish national curriculum. 
Accompanied by a series of slides showing 
children experiencing Primary Engineer first 

hand, Susan described some of the assignments 
undertaken by them, such as inventions ranging 
from the Calpol lolly (from a 5 year old) to an 
adjustable shopping trolley for easy unloading for 
older people. She went on to explain how and 
why companies should get involved.

Robert Ganpatsingh – Partner 
with DMH Stallard IP Lawyers

Robert has a wealth 
of knowledge 
and experience 
in contentious 
matters involving 
design rights, 
patents, copyright, 
trademarks and 
passing off.

Using a series 
of case studies 

Robert demonstrated how copyright, design and 
trademark disputes have been resolved in court, 
with results not always as expected. For example, 
the first example was about the “dude” graphic 
used by Innocent Smoothies. Although they had 
a written ownership agreement drawn up with 
the design agency, with whom they worked 
it had never been signed. In the event of the 
agency becoming insolvent and being bought out 
a dispute arose about who owned the “dude” 
copyright. After a court case equitable ownership 
was granted to ensure that Innocent could 
continue to use the branding. 

Having proved to be such an excellent venue this year’s 
AMPS conference was once again held at One Great 
George Street, London. With all tickets sold, the AGM 
took place, and then once the formal proceedings were 
over, delegates took their seats in the theatre to listen to 
a range of extremely interesting speakers presenting their 
own slant on ‘The Knowledge Gap’. A short summary of 
each is included in this article.

A delicious lunch was served with military precision, followed by  
the presentation of a very well deserved AMPS lifetime achievement 
award to Allan Bretherton of Woodward, who will be retiring this 

year. Congratulations Allan and thank you for your contribution to 
the gen-set industry. The after lunch speaker was the Rev Richard 
Coles, one half of the pop band The Communards and now 
broadcaster and vicar of Finedon in Northamptonshire. ‘From Pop 
to Pulpit’ was the theme of Richard’s speech; parts of which brought 
back vivid memories of the 1980’s to certain members of the 
audience who were frequently reduced to laughter in listening  
to his anecdotes. 

So, with connections made, conversations had, good food 
consumed and with food for thought delegates departed having 
spent an enjoyable, but useful day with AMPS.

T H E  A M P S  C O N F E R E N C E  2 0 1 6

The Knowledge Gap

THE SPEAKERS...
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Sponsored by

Other case studies presented described the Barbie 
vs. Bratz dolls case that involved the ownership of the 
doll design and the Trunki Case vs. Kiddi Case that also 
involved design rights.

Finally Robert made the audience aware of benefits such 
as the research and development tax break and the 
Patent Box Scheme.

David Billingsby – UKTI
David is an international 
trade adviser working for 
the UKTI with a wealth  
of export experience.

Although everyone is 
aware of UK Trade & 
Investment not all of us 
realise the range of services 
and support on offer, and 
David helped to bridge 
the knowledge gap in 
defining what UKTI can do 

for businesses, with particular emphasis on exporting. 
Explaining that UKTI is there to help grow your export 
business, offering free advice at market entry level, it can 
also undertake chargeable market research, find potential 
companies interested in doing business and arrange 
B2B meetings, even finding and providing a translation 
service, if required. Prices start from around £1500, but 
seminars to find out more information can be attended 
free of charge and a number of grants are also available 
for different areas. Whether new to exporting or  
wishing to expand to new markets, it is certainly  
worth contacting UKTI to find out what they can offer.

Allan Bretherton of 
Woodward with his Lifetime 
Achievement award

Paul Blything – DG of AMPS 
Paul presented a talk accompanied by a 
powerpoint presentation on industry statistics. 
Slides used in the presentation can be viewed  
on the AMPS website. 

Chris Marsland – Chair of the Technical Committee
The technical committee of AMPS is comprised of a group of members with 
particular specialist skills and industry knowledge, for which they volunteer their 
time and share their experience. Chris expanded upon this theme explaining  
whom the Technical Committee are, what they do, how this affects members 
and how AMPS members can be involved. From the production of jargon buster, 

technical guides, white papers and European Grid 
Codes to collaboration with other trade bodies; 
these are just some of the topics that the Technical 
Committee currently covers. The audience was  
invited to become involved in volunteering to join the 
Technical Committee if they felt they had something 
to offer, but also giving feedback, asking questions and 
seeking advice. In return they could expect wider 
networking opportunities, an in depth knowledge of 
industry standards as well as personal development.  
All interested should contact the Technical Secretary  
at techsec@amps.org.uk

©
 iStock Photo Library
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Data Centre World –  
A memorable event
Data Centre World 2016 took place on April 12th & 13th at the Excel 
London. As an event media partner AMPS featured on all promotional 
materials and hosted a stand in the exhibition hall. However, we weren’t 
lonely as 16 other current AMPS members also had stands, and during 
the first day Paul managed to visit each stand creating some great photo 
opportunities. All visiting members had the opportunity to meet up when 
the show closed for the day and drinks were handed out at the AMPS stand. 

Lisa and Paul on the AMPS stand

Will Mason

Both AMPS and everyone else 
had a very busy and successful 
show with interest shown from 
a large number of potential 
new members. We are looking 
forward to next year for which 
we are planning some exciting 
opportunities aimed at new  
AMPS members and first time 
exhibitors at DCW; just one of 
the benefits on offer to members. 
Further details will follow soon, 
but if you think this may be of 
interest to you please contact Lisa 
at lisa.dalton@amps.org.uk so we 
can send you more information.

Hero of Data Centre World
Will Mason of JCB Broadcrown 
became an unexpected hero 
whilst he was on stand duty at  
the DCW exhibition. During 
a lunch break with a couple of 
colleagues from his stand, he 
noticed a person taking unusual 
notice of a coat on the back of a 
chair on an adjacent table to Will. 

Observing that a wallet could be 
seen protruding from the inside 
jacket pocket, he observed this 
particular person and realised the 
wallet was about to be stolen,  
Will immediately jumped up, 
rushed over, and the probable 
thief quickly absconded. 

Will is not going to get away in 
a hurry from being called the 
superhero of DCW exhibition 2016.

Raffle Draw at Data  
Centre World
At most of our events we 
normally hold a raffle draw for 
members, and in this case a bottle 
of champagne was on offer. The 
picture shows Rabinder Aulakh, 
the Event Director for DCW 
exhibition, drawing the winning 
ticket. During this exhibition, 
Rabinder was the perfect hostess 
in helping us in any way she could 
to make it a great success. We 
will certainly be attending DCW 
exhibition in 2017. 

Raffle Draw winner at DCW
It is always a great pleasure to 
see the look on people’s faces 
when you walk up to them with 
the prize and hand it over. In 
this instance, Emma Fleming of 
Fuel Storage Solutions Bradford, 
Yorkshire, was the very, very 
surprised recipient of the bottle  
of champagne. (I am sure the 
bottle will soon be emptied).

...and the winner of the champagne 
was Emma Fleming of Fuel Storage 
Solutions

Rabinder Aulakh drawing the winning 
ticket...

mailto:lisa.dalton@amps.org
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Nigel Thomas – National Specification &  
Projects Manager is to Paul’s left and to his  
right is Dhananjay Sanas – Marketing Director, 
both of ABB Electrification Division

AKSA 

FSS

The JCB Broadcrown lineup is 
Sharon Brough, Will Mason, Paul 

Blything, Lisa Wilshaw, Chris Blake

Filtertechnik 

Paul chatting to John Farrow of AVK and Kevin Griffiths 
from Enrogen

Mark Dunk, Jennifer Cato and Harvy Moore 
of Cummins with Paul 

Neb and Sally  
at the GMP stand

Crestchic

Energyst

Ian Brewin (Business Development Manager – 
Fuel Division) welcoming Paul to the IPU stand 
with James Weavin (Senior Marketing Executive)

At the Bender stand with Paul are Peter Eckert 
(Bender Data Centre Sector Manager), Gareth 
Brunton (Managing Director Bender UK from  
1st May) and Mumtaz Farooki (Technical 
Manager Bender UK)

E-TEC

At the DSE stand with Val Parkin 
and Craig Lysons

Dale Power Solutions
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The TC Blog
By Chris Marsland –  
Chair of AMPS Technical Committee 
You will notice 
that there is 
a new feature 
in this issue of 

AMPS Power, which on this occasion 
has been delivered by the Technical 
Committee and is a pullout section 
about the introduction of new 
European Grid Codes that has already 
been discussed in previous blogs. We 
hope to contribute to future issues in a 
similar vein, providing useful technical 
information that you can keep to hand 
for easy access.

Two other issues that have been at the 
forefront recently include: 

Firstly, the proposed Capacity Market 
Reform and the link to the Medium 
Combustion Plant Directive:
•  The Capacity Market (CM) is designed to 

provide power (and doesn’t concern itself 
with carbon or other emissions). Because 
diesel capacity is generally in small, static 
units, it currently has to meet less onerous 
pollution standards for carbon emissions 
or other pollutants such as particulates. 
The engines are not subject to the EU’s 
Emissions Trading System, and even the 
EU’s new Medium Combustion Plant 
Directive (MCPD), which places strict 
limits on emissions from small stationary 
engines, will not apply if, as expected, the 
engines operate for only the equivalent of 
a few days (less than 500 hours) per year.

•  There is public concern over low CapEx, 
high OpEx diesel sets – old/second hand 
sets bought cheap with the expectation 
that the CM would only call them to run 
less than 500 hours per year. The obvious 
questions of reliability, fuel consumption 
as well as emissions spring to mind.

•  DECC proposals are to revise CM to try 
and exclude these sets attempting to do 
this through a link to MCPD (which is 
being piloted into law by DEFRA*). There 
is concern that this could capture many 
other smaller diesel generators that are 
participating in STOR or other services as 
well as those trying to enter the CM.

A consultation document on further reforms 
to the Capacity Market was published on 
the 1st March 2016 by DECC, following the 
initial consultation of October 2015:

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/504217/March_2016_Consultation_
Document.pdf

The consultation states that having received 
complaints that diesel engines have had 
an unfair advantage, and it is hoped that 
they will play a smaller role in the future. 
There are concerns over the potential 
impact on air quality with a threat to gold 
plate the MCPD to target the “dirty diesel” 
sector and remove the less than 500 hours 
exemption, meaning all diesel sets would be 
captured by the MCPD i.e. hospital standby, 
data centres etc. This will be for engines 
with a thermal energy input > 1000kW. 
Depending upon engine and ac generator 
efficiency, this equates to a generated power 
of around 400kW.

AMPS Technical Committee is currently 
engaging with this process via Richard Payne 
– WG5 – Emissions and Legislation. We will 
keep you updated.

Secondly – London Low Emission Zone 
for NRMM
You should have received a Current 
Thinking mailshot in March on this subject; 
The Greater London Authority Statement 
of Policy – March 2016, Exemptions to the 
non-road Mobile Machinery. AMPS Working 
Group 5 had been involved in commenting 
on the drafting of this document at the 
consultation stage as well as having a seat  
on the GLA’s NRMM Policy Committee.

One positive result for AMPS members is 
that after extensive lobbying, Stage 111A 
generator set engines are now accepted in 
the Central and Canary Wharf areas until 
1st September 2018. 

A copy of the AMPS commentary e-shot 
with links to the full extent of restrictions, 
exemptions and how to apply for them  
can be found in the Technical Committee 
pages of the AMPS website with links to  
the related downloads.  
http://www.amps.org.uk/amps-
commentary-the-greater-london-authority

We are always interested to hear 
your experiences and views on 
either of the two above subjects, 
which you can leave as a reply 
on the blog page or contact 
techsec@amps.org.uk

technical committee

Testing times  
in shipping 
In this article Paul Brickman  
of Crestchic, the leading global 
manufacturer of loadbanks used 
for power testing in the marine 
sector, looks at how the market 
and its needs are changing. 

Meeting the power needs of ‘super vessels’ 
In recent times we have witnessed a massive 
growth in the size of seagoing vessels for 
transportation of products, leisure and oil & 
gas exploration & production. As these vessels 
continue to grow in size, their power needs grow 
too, as does the complexity of on-board systems. 
Modern sea vessels often contain complex 
propulsion, production and environmental 
support systems that must operate reliably 
for long periods of time, often hundreds, if 
not thousands of miles offshore. Ensuring the 
availability of power for these systems is a critical 
function to guarantee vital services can run 
uninterrupted, making pre-launch reliable testing 
of power supplies of particular importance. This 
is an area of increased focus for ship owners and 
offshore classification agencies as they seek to 
optimise safety and ensure power availability, 
driving continued growth in the use of specialist 
equipment for the robust testing of onboard 
power systems.

In the 1940s the world moved on from 
colonialism to globalisation. This movement 
was accompanied by rapidly growing trade and 
the need for effective means of transport which 
was the first driving-force in the development of 
sea vessels. Fast forward 70 years and we now 
have different driving-forces in the growth and 
development of these vessels. For example the 
reason behind the recent increase of the size of 
container ships is economy of scale. Fitting more 
products on container ships and making less 
journeys will inevitably save money. One of the 
world’s largest container ships, the MSC Zoe, is 
1,297ft (396m) long and can carry over 19,000 
20ft equivalent units “TEU” or shipping containers * Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
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as most people know them. Simply put, it is a 
lot cheaper to transport cargo if you move large 
quantities at a time. 

As ships continue to grow in size and complexity, 
the power systems will continue to develop 
and the need for testing will remain an absolute 
necessity. 

Any offshore power generation unit is a complex 
system, or series of systems, working together 
to perform several functions at once, and at the 
system’s heart is the generator or gen-set. This 
could consist of several gas turbines and/or diesel 
generators. However, various discrete systems 
and components complete the total package,  
such as alternators, regulators, transformers  
and switchgear.  

These additional components typically come from 
various manufacturers, and are usually designed 
to interface with a number of makes, models, and 
sizes of generators. As with any other mechanical 
or electrical components, all are potentially subject 
to failure, and have varying maintenance needs, 
at the very least requiring regular testing and 
servicing.

Ship categories and their power needs
Ships can fall into a number of categories, all with 
different uses and power needs. Cruise ships, for 
example, require massive electrical installations in 
order to power the shopping malls, entertainment 
centres, bars and restaurants on-board. One of 
the largest cruise ships in the world, the Allure of 
the Seas by Royal Caribbean, is 1,187ft (362m) 
long. Setting a new world record for the most 
passengers able to be accommodated, the ship can 
hold 6,360 passengers, 2,200 crew members and 
features 25 restaurants and 24 passenger lifts.  

Military vessels, in comparison, also have high 
power needs in order to run complex propulsion, 
life support and weapon systems. Failure of these 
systems in operation may have a devastating 
impact so it is extremely important to perform 
rigorous testing. 

Other types of ships include car and passenger 
ferries, oil tankers, nuclear ships and fishing 
vessels, all with specific power requirements. 
These systems must be able to operate at full 
power even in the harshest conditions, with 
all components working together to do their 
individual jobs.

The issues created by increased vessel size
Operating these huge vessels requires complex 
electrical systems that need to be correctly 
and thoroughly tested. However, the stresses 
introduced by this level of operation cannot be 
simulated by discrete tests of a system’s numerous 
individual components: automatic transfer 
switches, switchgear, load-sharing centres,  

voltage regulators, alternators, electrical cabling 
and connectors, ventilation, cooling systems  
and fuel systems. 

While the generators may have been tested at 
the factory, the variables of their interaction with 
other parallel-connected power generation units, 
load profile, ambient temperature, humidity, fuel, 
exhaust and cooling systems can be significantly 
affected by the installation. 

A system-wide test is therefore the only way 
to ensure the individual components of any 
power generation system will work together 
harmoniously, whether for continuous production 
demands, or in emergency power outage 
situations.

Main engines and generators on board these 
vessels require a constant and reliable electricity 
supply to keep them going. Pumps driven 
electrically take in cold water from the ocean  
to cool engines, and also convey fuel from fuel 
tanks to the engine. Electrical power is vital for 
many operational functions – without it, ships 
literally come to a halt.

Large equipment such as propulsion motors 
and bow thrusters, requires electricity of high 
voltage. As for smaller machinery (cabin lights, 
galley equipment), the electricity goes through 
transformer and is thus stepped down into  
lower voltage. Large cables snake through the 
whole ship to distribute electrical power. They 
carry power from generators to switchboards, 
through passageways, public rooms, and crew  
and passenger cabins. 

The correct and comprehensive testing of these 
systems at the commissioning stage is vital to 
ensure trouble-free propulsion, production, 
efficient power generation and the safety of 
personnel.

R+R – the role of resistive and reactive 
testing
A resistive-reactive load test of an installation’s 
power system can accurately simulate the  
system’s response to a changing load pattern  
and power factor (pf) demands, such as would  
be encountered during real world running 
conditions or in the event of standby gen-set 
having to operate. 

Resistive-reactive load banks are used to test the 
engine/turbine generator set at its rated pf. In 
most cases this is 0.8 pf. The reactive component 
of the load will have a current that “lags” the 
voltage. The resulting power is described in two 
terms, the kW, or real power, and the kVA or 
apparent power. The combination of resistive and 
reactive current in the load will allow for the full 
kVA rating of the generator windings to be tested. 
Even though the gen-set is producing more kVA, 

it is actually not producing more kW. The “real” 
power (kW) required from the engine/turbine is 
essentially the same.

The inductive loads developed during reactive 
testing illustrate how any given system will handle 
the voltage drop in its regulator, paramount when 
paralleling generators. The test will also verify 
that this regulator is working properly. If not, 
its magnetic field could collapse, rendering the 
generator useless and preventing other generators 
in the system from operating efficiently in parallel. 
Resistive-reactive testing can also reveal additional 
stresses (and help predict pending failures) of 
a system’s switchgear, alternators, and other 
systems that resistive-only testing cannot.

It is clear that a procedure involving reactive as 
well as resistive testing is far more comprehensive 
and thorough than a resistive-only test, more 
accurately replicating the conditions likely to be 
faced in a real conditions, and so more readily 
identifying any potential source of a problem. 
Carefully managed reactive-resistive testing is 
therefore the only way to guarantee the operation 
of full-time or emergency power systems. 

Commissioning aside, which is invariably 
performed onshore, loadbanks have other uses 
on large vessels. Permanently installed loadbanks 
allow for comprehensive testing to be integrated 
into the maintenance procedures of emergency 
systems in particular. Oversized generators can 
be cleared of any carbon build-up with regular 
sessions of full load application, ensuring reliable 
performance when called upon for particular 
production cycles or an emergency.

What does the future hold ?
All major ship classification companies will have a 
close eye on competent testing more so then ever 
before with the recent growth in the industry. 
Through all levels of the shipbuilding journey 
from the ship owner, the ship builder and the ship 
insurer all parties should ensure power on the ship 
has been tested adequately to guarantee efficient, 
reliable operation and security of investment.

For further information visit  
www.crestchic.co.uk or contact Nichole Cooper 
at Wyatt International on +44 (0) 121 454 8181,  
email: nichole@wyattinternational.com
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UNOPS Project – DSE restores vital power in 
Earth quake zones
The island of Haiti which was devastated during 
2010 by major earth quakes is still recovering 
and experiences sever disruptions caused by the 
poor supply of power. The Capital city of Port 
Au Prince and surrounding areas have been 
particularly badly affected, being left without 
power for long periods of time, and refugee 
camps are still operational. 
Basic facilities and medical centres are the worst affected and a recent 
project to address the power shortages by UNOPS was commissioned. 
Three state-of-the-art hospitals were built by the UN but were unable 
to function without a reliable power supply, so previously installed 
generators underwent a major refurbishment by Sistemas de Energía, 
S.A., (S.E.S.A.). 

The three hospitals each have 3 generators designed to run in parallel, 
each one controlled by a DSE8610 Synchronising Control Module. 
A DSE331 ATS module at each hospital provides the mains(utility) 
monitoring and controls 
the starting of the 
generators and transfer  
of the load in the event  
of a power failure.

Improvements to links to 
all fuel pumps so generator 
sets could run and hold 
the load at a steady 60 Hz 
frequency, and corrections for over temperature running were required 
along with many other installation improvements. 

Hernan Rendon, of S.E.S.A., said, “Out of the ten days we were present 
during installation, the grid was available for less than one hour, making 
the gen-set control module settings and configuration crucial. The 
application required sophisticated power management capabilities which 
the DSE control modules were able to provide, and set-up was easy.”

All three hospitals are now fully functional and the client and patients are 
extremely happy with the result. 

“Generator sets are finally running as designed, providing energy to 
hospitals that treat people in need, thanks to DSE control modules, their 
power management capabilities, and the after sales service and technical 
support DSE provides.” (Hernan Rendon).

For further information please refer to the DSE website: 
www.deepseaplc.com

case studies – addressing the energy gap
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Following a successful tender bid, as the 
only Company that could comply with 
the client’s specification, our designated 
Project Manager commenced the planning 
and scheduling for the upgrade of a new 
standby generator system at one of the 
UK’s leading cancer research institutes. 

This institute, part of the School of Biological 
Sciences within the University of Cambridge, 
was founded in 1989 to promote research 
in the areas of developmental biology and 
cancer biology, and to foster a collaborative 
environment for independent research groups 
with diverse but complementary interests.

In 2012, one of the founding Professors 
was awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology of Medicine, “for the discovery 
that mature cells can be reprogrammed 
to become pluripotent” and to this day 
he continues to conduct his research in 
the Institute. Understandably, with such 
important research continually being 
carried out the institute’s provision for 
standby generator power during any 
occurrence of a mains power failure  
is of paramount importance.

The Generator Company were delighted to 
have put together the successful proposal for 
the standby generator upgrade for this hugely 
important and prominent site. The client 
was very keen to use us due to our technical 
expertise and the ability to install the standby 
generator with minimal disruption for the 
University and its residents. We were the only 
company that offered a solution which avoided 
the use of a crane to lift the new standby 
generator over occupied buildings that would 
have resulted in road closures, and were 
able to provide all resources required for the 
project in-house. 

Following a comprehensive site survey and 
previous site visits The Generator Company 
recommended replacing the old system with 

a new 750kVA diesel generator. This new 
standby generator system would be designed 
to automatically start-up and generate the 
necessary power sufficient for all research 
facilities, computers, refrigeration and UPS 
system in the event of a mains power outage 
at the research institute on the University’s 
campus. 

We also recognised that the works required 
completion in incredibly space-constrained 
conditions, which would require very careful 
planning and coordination with the University 
to minimize disruption to the live building 
supplies and the local residents. Needless 
to say this was taken on board during the 
design process as was the inclusion of value 
engineering throughout the project where 
possible. 

On completion of the standby generator 
system design together with all the relevant 
Health & Safety documentation, wiring 
diagrams and CAD drawings, The Generator 
Company’s Technical Team were scheduled 
for the Installation. Once the existing canopy 
was carefully removed and lifted off the 
current standby generator, the first stage was 
to dismantle the old system and take it offline. 
All the applicable cables were disconnected 
including the power, fuel lines, fire alarm 
and BMS cables. The existing fuel tank was 
repositioned, inlets and discharge attenuators 
removed and the radiator flexible canvas duct 
disconnected before lifting out and removing 
from site.

To ensure continuous standby power 
production for the Institute whilst this 
process was carried out, a temporary 
generator system was installed by the 
Powerhire Department. The Installation 
Team then carried out the re-positioning 
of the new 750kVA standby generator 
system, new silencer and new connection 
box followed by re-assembling all the 
previously removed cables from the 
old system for final connection to the 
Institute’s mains power.

Once all the required connections and 
electrical cables were re-installed and the 
existing enclosure replaced the new standby 
generator system was commissioned before 
our temporary standby generator set removed. 

Our Commissioning Engineer undertook the 
pre-commissioning inspection and functional 
checks on the new system without the client 
present before completing in-depth final 

commissioning tests in accordance with all 
relevant BS and ISO standards. Such tests at 
the client’s site, with them present, included; 
carrying out a 3 hour resistive load bank 
test to check sufficient airflow through the 
canopy once replaced; a building test and an 
automatic changeover test, as scheduled with 
the client as it involved an agreed shut down 
and connection into the client’s switchboard, 
to ensure the new system initiates in a mains 
power outage as well as several other essential 
operating tests. 

With the successful completion of the project 
only taking four weeks the client was hugely 
impressed and very pleased with the additional 
value engineering we incorporated into the 
project; retaining and reusing the existing 
acoustic enclose and fuel system ensured 
a huge cost savings; we also proactively 
incorporated a permanent terminal box 
within the new installation allowing for an 
easy disconnection of the generator from the 
building supply or an easy method to connect 
a loadbank or a temporary generator should 
the new unit ever need to be taken out of 
service for maintenance or any other reason. 
The final and most important aspect of the 
works that the client was delighted with was 
that we kept site disruption to an absolute 
minimum. The client knew that the easiest 
solution in the restricted space might entail 
the use of a mobile 300 tonne crane to locate 
the new generator causing road closures and 
major disruption to traffic, residents and the 
University campus. However, by using our 
own specialist handling team, lifting equipment 
and specialist track way, this avoided the use 
of a mobile crane as well as achieving another 
sizeable cost saving.

For further information contact  
www.tgc.uk.com

Design and installation of new 
standby generator system at iconic 
University research laboratory
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amps awards 2016

WINNER
AWARDS2016

Following the very successful inaugural Awards 
evening in 2015, the second AMPS Awards 
evening will be taking place on Thursday 10th 
November at the Midland Hotel, Manchester.

We’re asking you to start thinking about 
nominations. Is there a standout employee 
in your company who always goes the extra 
mile, or has your business achieved something 
incredible in the past year? Now is the time to 
shout out about it, tell everyone and gain the 
recognition you deserve.

This year the categories will once again 
include:

 Customer service Award

 Innovation and Technology Award

 Exporter of the Year Award

  Keith Marshall Training and Personal 
Development Award

 Employee of the Year Award

 Employer of the Year Award

If you are interested in sponsoring one of the 
awards please contact Lisa Dalton for further 
information. Tel: 01787 221025 or email:  
lisa.dalton@amps.org.uk

What’s in it for me?
What better way to honour and celebrate 
worthy individuals or the achievements of the 
entire company than to nominate and maybe 
win an industry award? Everyone likes to 
receive recognition for his or her hard work, 
especially when it pays off and it can generate 
some great exposure for your company in 
sharing your good news. In 2015 Power 
Electrics Bristol won the AMPS Customer 
Service Award. This is what they had to say 
about winning…. 

Power Connections – Meet the Producer 
In addition to last year we are planning an afternoon event open to 
those AMPS members also attending the Awards Ceremony, as well as 
specially invited guests. A limited space, (eg. room for a pull up banner, 
table and chairs, display board) will be available for AMPS members to 
promote their company, give a short presentation and network with 
other AMPS members. The spaces will be allocated on a first come, 
first served basis. 

The AMPS Awards 2016
Save the date: 

THURSDAY  

10 NOVEMBER 2016

WINNER
CUSTOMER SERVICE

AWARDS2015
Power Electrics 
Winning the AMPS customer service award allowed us the 
external recognition for all the hard work our employees have been doing 
to offer the best service possible to our customers. Customer Service is the 
core element behind our company mission and a part of our business we 
take very seriously. To be recognised by our industry for achieving high levels 
of customer service is a proud achievement for us all at Power Electrics.

The Award took centre-fold in our 
internal newsletter distributed to 
our 200 members of staff around 
the UK. It was important that 
every member of our staff knew 
about the excellent news – as 
all our staff members are brand 
ambassadors excelling in their 
duties of customer service. After 
sharing with our staff we also share 
the news with local media, social 
networks and through advertising.

© iStock Photo Library
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Are you  
being  
served?
What can data centres do for you – 
and what can you do for them?
It’s no exaggeration to say that life as we know it depends on data centres – 
the facilities providing the connectivity hubs, power distribution, operational 
environment and physical security for all the equipment needed to support our 
economic and social wellbeing in the digital age. The rapidly growing need for 
these facilities – and for the uninterrupted electricity supply on which they in 
turn depend – presents AMPS members with tremendous opportunities. 

16
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To understand how the supply of back-up generators and related services fits in, let’s have a look 
at what data centres are, what they do and what problems we can help them overcome.

What is a data centre?
You could think of a data centre as the brain 
of an organisation – holding and processing 
vast amounts of information on its behalf. 
Essentially it consists of an assemblage of 
servers and other computing resources, 
connected to a network and used to store, 
process and distribute the data. 

A server, for the benefit of those of us who 
use computers but are vague on the technical 
terms, is a computer that provides – or 
‘serves’ – data, functions or services to other 
computers or devices. This is perhaps an 
oversimplification but it will do for now.

Many small or medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) have a ‘server room’, or just a server 
in a cabinet, to fulfil the role of a data centre. 
The label ‘data centre’ is given to anything 
from larger server rooms to extensive 
departments or buildings purpose-designated 
by major companies and organisations.

Today, SMEs are increasingly turning to cloud 
computing, which avoids the need for server 
rooms on their premises. Instead the servers 
are sited and managed remotely in data 
centres run by cloud solution providers and 
called colocation centres.

Currently there are 238 colocation data 
centres in 57 different areas of the UK and  
it is estimated that outsourcing to third party 
data centres will reach 40% of the overall 
market by 2019.

Why is it important?
We would all recognise that management of 
data is vital to the functioning of organisations 
with which we interact every day, but perhaps 
we underestimate how many activities in our 
life are controlled by data. 

Inefficiency or breakdown in data centres 
would not only make it difficult or impossible 
to shop online, get money from the bank or 
contact someone by phone. It could similarly 
affect energy supply, traffic control, health 
services and all manner of internet-connected 
information and entertainment sources. Data 
centres are a vital part of the infrastructure on 
which modern business and society are built.

To give an idea of the scale of data centres 
and their activity, it is estimated that last year, 
worldwide, they used 414.2 terawatt-hours 
of electricity. That’s more than the UK’s 
entire electricity consumption. Google data 
centres alone account for around 0.01% of 
global energy use. In the US, the total number 
of data centres now stands at around three 
million – which is one for every hundred 
people.

Other leading players include Microsoft and 
Amazon, both of whom have plans to build 
large data centres in the UK. 

Apple are proposing to build a new Irish 
datacentre, which when completed in an 
estimated 15 years could increase electricity 
consumption in Ireland by 8.2% (according to 
a letter written to Galway County Council by 
a Mr Allan Dal). Apple’s own environmental 
impact statement states: 30MW of power 
required for operation of the proposed 
development, rising to 240MW if full built  
out – major power consumption.

Among the factors boosting demand for 
data centres is the proliferation of ‘Internet 
of Things’ (IoT) devices. By 2020 there may 
be something like 50 billion physical objects 
capable of exchanging data from watches  
to cars.

238 
COLOCATION 
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What does it look like?
Typically, a purpose-built data centre starts 
with a sturdy construction that gives security 
against physical damage or theft of the 
precious hardware and data it contains.  
Its protective equipment will include 
automatic fire extinguishing systems.

Inside, the servers tend to be arranged on 
racking, in the form of aisles that are easily 
accessed and cooled. Servers produce a lot  
of heat, which can build up and affect 
processing efficiency or even lead to 
component failure. The building therefore 
needs to be fitted with cooling systems,  
based on circulation of cold air or water. 

One more unusual approach is being taken 
at Bibai City on Hokkaido, Japan’s northern 
island, where researchers have been  
working on the White Datacenter Project,  
a sustainability test site for using snow  
cooling in summer and venting off heat in  
the winter into greenhouses. The rest of  
the year, indirect air intake cooling cools  
the data centre.

As well as being protected by structures and 
systems, the hardware, software and data are 
subject to intense cyber security and a range 
of procedures such as regular back-ups to 
guard against loss.

Of most interest to AMPS Power readers, of 
course, is the equipment installed to prevent 
damage and losses through interruptions in 
electricity supply…

How is its electricity supply 
secured?
Whatever other measures are taken to avoid 
loss of power, sensible data centre owners 
include back-up from one or more diesel 
gen-sets as part of their strategy. Their overall 

approach to making the data centre resilient 
in the face of outages and other disruptions 
largely involves use of ‘redundant’ systems and 
components. (As most AMPS Power readers 
will know, in engineering and technology a 
‘redundant’ item is one, which is not normally 
used but is there in case another fails.) An 
opportunity presents itself here to run them 
in demand-side response schemes, bringing 
in added revenue and potentially paying for 
themselves.

The level of investment in resilience depends 
on how disastrous it would be to lose data, 
and it applies to things like servers, cooling 
systems and fire equipment as well as 
electricity. In some cases the whole operation 
can be switched from one site to another with 
similar facilities if a disaster strikes.

As well as duplicating power units and 
systems, some data centres take redundancy 
as far as having supplies from two different 
electricity companies. An uninterruptible 
power supply (UPS) device is commonly used 
to keep computers working, in the case of an 
outage, until electricity from another source 
kicks in. It also protects sensitive equipment 
from power surges. UPS systems exist 
entirely to protect other equipment and as 
failures can occur in any equipment, no matter 
how well maintained, providing protection for 
the UPSs also becomes essential in itself.

The engines of diesel gen-sets on standby 
at data centres should be configured for 
continuous operation and should be kept in  

a preheated state to allow a quick start-up –  
automatically triggered by loss of power. 
Historically, 15 minutes has been the standard 
time allowed by the UPS to get reserve 
power fully up and running, but now it is 
possible do that in five minutes or less.

It is worth mentioning that the European 
Commission wants data centres to be at least 
80% powered by renewable energy by 2020. 
Given that the buildings often have large 
expanses of flat roof, solar power seems a 
strong contender for achieving this aim. But 
however a data centre obtains its electricity, 
the need for back-up gen-sets still remains –  
and indeed they can provide vital support 
to renewable systems by filling in when the 
weather is unsuitable.

What happens when things 
go wrong?
Two recent examples highlight the effects 
on customers of damage in data centres. 
Flooding of Vodafone’s data centre in Leeds 
over Christmas 2015 had an impact on 
the company’s service, as power was lost 
and engineers were unable access the site 
immediately to install emergency generators.

Google suffered an exceptional incident 
when four consecutive lightning strikes hit 
the grid supplying its European data centre 
in August 2015. Despite rapid deployment of 
auxiliary power, a small amount of recently 
written data was lost from some of its most 
susceptible storage systems.

ACCOUNTED      FOR 
OF GLOBAL  
ENERGY USE

18
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How can AMPS members 
benefit from data centre 
growth?
Clearly there are many companies with data 
centres which would benefit from the supply 
of reliable and efficient gen-sets, and we should 
stress to those customers the importance of 
regular maintenance by a trusted provider. 
After all, there needs to total confidence that a 
standby generator will start up quickly and run 
effectively whenever needed or battery power 
supply will last the course.

AMPS members can offer the latest remote 
monitoring technology, along with routine 
checks, expert servicing and fast emergency 
response on the ground. They can also bring 
specialist services such as the management 

and conditioning of diesel fuel, which has 
become all the more necessary in the new  
era of biodiesel blends.

As with all applications there are EU standards 
and regulations to be observed. EN50600 is 
Europe’s new data centre Standard covering 
facilities and infrastructure Standard released 
by CENELEC. (The European Committee 
for Electro-technical Standardisation). Those 
of particular interest to AMPS members are 
those on Power distribution (Released)EN 
50600-2-3:2014 and Environmental control 
(Released) EN 50600-2-4:2015.

The DCA Certification Scheme has been built 
and aligned to EN 50600 for fully operational 
and design only data centre facilities alongside 
the EU Code of Conduct for energy efficient 
data centres, Green Grids Maturity Model and 
recognised best practice guidelines. Green 
Grids Maturity Model New Revision 2015 also 

saw the completion and release of the Data 
Center Maturity Model (DCMM) Maintenance 
updates by a team of industry experts. The 
maturity model touches upon every aspect of 
the data centre infrastructure including power, 
cooling, compute, storage and network.

The Data Centre Alliance  
www.datacentrealliance.org is the industry 
equivalent to AMPS who work on a number 
of iniatives promoting the development of 
data centre standards. 

Finally, bear in mind that the data giants are 
not our only potential customers. Large 
facilities run by national super computer 
centres and big cloud solution companies 
account for less than 10% of the server 
market. There are many more businesses 
using small server rooms or multi-tenant  
data centres which need our help to secure 
their power supplies.

CASE STUDY:

How filtration can 
protect your data  
centre investment
In the last decade, data has taken over 
 every area of our life. When we shop  
in our local supermarket or shop on-line 
data helps to second guess our future 
purchasing decisions. Not only is data 
helping retailers gain an extra competitive 
edge it has fundamentally changed the way 
businesses market products to us.

The safety of data is paramount to all 
companies and part of this operation is to 
ensure that the data centre has a constant 

supply of electrical power to ensure 
downtime does not occur. A loss of power 
could be detrimental to a data centre, 
which is why they have a large number of 
back up diesel generators, M+1, +2 etc. 

Filtertechnik work hand in hand with  
data centre constructors and operators 
from project phase to daily management  
of fuel for these operations to ensure diesel 
fuel is clean, dry and ready for use at any 
time. It is a fact that since the introduction 
of biodiesel into modern diesel fuels as 
a blend, the fuel has become less stable 
and more likely to have water ingress, 
bacterial growth, solid particulate or sludge 
forming in the fuel. Fuel in storage from our 
experience is likely to degrade within 12 
months and is likely to have contamination 
issues that will affect the operation of  
the generators.

Filtertechnik offer site surveys free of 
charge and we will work with you to find 
the best solution for maintaining fuel in your 
operations. We manufacture both fixed and 
portable fuel polishing equipment, onsite 
fuel testing equipment and offer additional 
services all tailored to ensure your operation 
need not worry about fuel in storage. 

For more information on how 
Filtertechnik can help your data  
centre or other standby diesel  
gen-set investments please visit  
www.filtertechnik.co.uk or call  
the sales team on 0115 9003600 
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CASE STUDY: 

IPU are the face of fuel polishing in the ideal  
‘Green Data Centre’ at Data Centre World 2016!
IPU were invited by the organisers of Data Centre World 2016 
to be a part of their ideal ‘Green Data Centre’. This exciting 
opportunity allowed IPU to demonstrate how they are an integral 
part of a successful and efficient data centre.

The Green Data Centre allowed visitors of Data Centre World  
to walk through a complete data centre and see one brand 
represent each component needed. IPU were accompanied by 
big names in the data centre and generator world, including Dale 
Power Solutions, JCB Broadcrown, AF Switchgear, Cummins and 
Schneider Electric.

It’s a misconception that if your data centre back-up tanks are 
indoor or refilled regularly, they’ll be free from contamination. 
This is simply not the case. Contamination, whether it be water, 
microbial or solid particulates can be present in any type of tank 
and can quickly develop to a high enough level to cause gen-set 
problems.

It’s more important than ever for data centres to investigate every 
possible point of failure, including fuel condition. Contamination is 
now being used as a reason to invalidate engine warranties if it is 
proven to be the root cause for the gen-set failure – highlighting 
the need for a fuel-conditioning programme to be in place. Doug 
Campbell, Director of IPU’s Fuel and Oil divisions said: “The 
condition of fuel is no longer something you can take for granted. 
64% of our customers think their fuel will be fine when tested 
but that is often not the case – 95% of the tanks we test are 
contaminated. Fuel contamination is actually easy to detect through 
testing and there are cost effective remedies available if it is found 
that your fuel has a problem.”

Since 2011, the diesel we buy in the UK is a blend of petrochemical 
and biodiesel. The presence of biological organisms makes the fuel 
far more susceptible to contamination, giving the blends a shelf life of 
around 6 to 12 months. But this doesn’t mean you need to dispose 
of your diesel twice a year. A fuel conditioning programme will keep 
fuel in a clean, dry condition meaning should mains power fail, your 
all-important back-up generators will be able to do their job.

IPU’s Diesel Defence DD50 unit, showcased at Data Centre World 
has a flow rate of 50 litres per minute and is suitable for tanks of 
7,500 to 40,000 litres. Your fuel will be maintained to surpass ISO 
4406’s 18/16/13 standard of cleanliness and EN590’s 200ppm level 
of water content.

IPU are experts when it comes to fuel polishing. They’ve 
installed their Diesel Defence units in many applications, including 
headquarters of household name banks, insurance companies and 
gambling groups.

If you’re not sure on the condition of your fuel, IPU can help. Their 
DieselCheck diesel testing service involves regular visits by their 
engineers to your tanks, giving results in just two hours and an 
extensive and detailed report in 1 week. They can also train your 
maintenance staff to conduct regular basic testing to your own 
schedule.

To find out more information, visit  
www.ipu.co.uk/fuel-conditioning-programme/ 
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CHOKE DOWN
BUMP & RUN
DUFF
DOG LEG
FLOP SHOT
AND BOGEY

This year we are making arrangements to return  
to Stapleford Park Country Club set in the heart of 
rural Leicestershire which boasts a 6944 yard par  
73 course, weaving through magnificent parklands, 
lakes and streams.

Attached is a hotel and spa for those who wish to prepare 
for the following day, with 9 holes on the Sunday evening 
followed by a good dinner and some beers!

All interested parties will receive further details as soon as 
we have enough interest and the booking is confirmed. With 
expected high numbers of participant’s we will once again 
keep the day rolling with a 2-tee start, as happened last year.

The day and competition is planned as in previous years with 
the usual excellent prize table for which to compete.

For interested parties we will be advising on suitable 
accommodation either attached to the course or close by; 
the minimum requirement being comfortable rooms, a 
relaxed but well-appointed bar (for enjoying a few sociable 
drinks and a study of the course card) and reasonable dining.

The entry fee for 2016 will once again remain the same as 
the last four years:

• £465.60 (Inc. Vat) per team of 4 (AMPs Member’s rate).

• £537.60 (Inc. Vat) per team of 4 (Non Members rate).

For the moment, if you are looking to participate all you 
need provide is an expression of interest indicating the 
number of players within your team / teams.

Numbers are limited and we can only allocate on a first 
come first served basis, so we advise an early response to 
ensure your entry is secured and your team is registered.

Contact Andrew Bell at andrew.bell@meccalte.co.uk  
for further details.

9th Annual AMPS Golf day
The ninth consecutive “AMPS Golf Day” – 23rd May 2016.

RESERVE 
YOUR 
PLACE 
NOW!

amps golf day
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the energy dilemma – feature

By Mike Foster, 
Chief Executive of the Energy and Utilities Alliance (EUA)  
Whether we believe the science or not, the politics of climate 
change is relevant to industry today. The energy sector is at  
the front line in reducing greenhouse gas emissions (GHG).  
Our sector has termed the challenge it faces as the trilemma – 
the competing demands of affordability, security/reliability and 
sustainability (carbon reduction). 

Back in 2010, the Department for Energy and Climate Change  
(DECC) signalled the demise of the gas industry. They saw gas having 
an intermittent role in power generation (only with carbon capture) 
and none in domestic heating. This stance put it into conflict with  
the 83 per cent of UK households who use gas for domestic heating. 
What this did do, was trigger a seismic jolt throughout the industry.

Since 2010, numerous academics, think-tanks, business interest groups 
like ours, have sought to modify DECC’s stance – taking into account 
the need to meet our international climate change obligations, our 
industry has pointed out a new pathway and one that maintains the 
important near-universality of the gas distribution grid. Given the  
role gas plays in meeting peak heating demands – something electric 
cannot do in an affordable way – how gas becomes greener has 
become our focus.

There is nothing new about capturing methane from waste (sewerage) 
and burning it. Locally the biomethane industry has flourished as a 
decentralised way of generating electricity. With DECC’s non domestic 
Renewable Heat Incentive, biomethane is now cleaned and injected 
directly into the gas grid, lowering the carbon content of gas used. 

The off gas grid sector has responded by making available from 2017 
biopropane. It has all the characteristics of LPG but is a “green gas” 
coming as it does from waste products. It offers the 171,000 homes 
and business currently on LPG a chance to reduce carbon emissions by 
83 per cent almost overnight, and certainly by 2050 with no expensive 
retrofits needed.

But this is just the start. Bio SNG (synthetic natural gas) offers 
considerably more supply using readily available waste products  
that the UK currently sends to landfill or incineration. Together it 
is estimated that half of gas demand for heating will be met in future 
from green gases. 

The Energy Technologies Institute recently reported that growing 
crops for fuel stock into Bio SNG plants offers potentially even more – 
perhaps three times the quantity, but I am conscious of the arguments 
that might ensue about land use. But we can, at the very least, 
acknowledge the option is there.

Finally, Northern Gas Networks are examining the option of large-scale 
conversion of the gas grid to supply hydrogen not methane through the 
network. This only has relevance if combined with carbon capture, but 
it is an option that is gaining considerable interest.

In short, responding to climate change policies may require us all  
to think again about our business models. Switching away from dirty 
to cleaner fuels is part of that response. The gas networks, its supply 
chain, appliance manufacturers have all responded to the challenge  
of the energy trilemma. 

Mike�was�one�of�the�speakers�lined�up�for�the�AMPS�Conference,�but�unfortunately�was�unable�to�attend.�
However,�he�has�kindly�written�this�article�for�inclusion�in�AMPS�Power.

The Energy Dilemma

© iStock Photo Library
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ONE TO WATCH!

The Engine That Powers the World
Timeshift, Series 15 Episode 3 of 6 – Available on iPlayer

If you didn’t see this excellent programme on 
BBC 4 about the diesel engine then catch it 
on iPlayer. “The surprising story of the hidden 
powerhouse behind the globalised world, the 
diesel engine, a 19th-century invention that 
has become indispensable to the 21st century. 
It's a turtle versus hare tale in which the diesel 
engine races the petrol engine in a competition 
to replace ageing steam technology, a race 
eventually won hands down by diesel.”

As well as exploring its history and technology 
the programme is a reminder of just how 
essential to life the diesel engine is, and the 
part it has to play in almost every process. 
Crop production starts with the soil 
preparation, probably by a diesel-powered 
tractor and ends it’s journey for sale in a 
shop brought there by truck, train and ship, 
loaded by a crane; all diesel fuelled, as well 
as growing, harvesting and processing, much 
of which could not have been undertaken 
without the use of diesel powered machinery. 
Food for thought!

The global market for diesel generators is 
expected to grow by 19.7% in the next five 
years according to a GlobalData report, 
reaching $17.6bn by 2020. A number of 
reasons point to this growth such as frequent 
power outages due to inadequate transmission 
and distribution networks, large events such 
as the Olympics (and the construction of the 
necessary infrastructure beforehand) and the 
rapidly increasing number of data centres. 
All these require a reliable power supply and 
according to the report diesel generators are 
the preferred option due to factors such as 
established technology, low initial cost and 
easy availability of diesel. 

Even in the UK the number of power outages 
rose dramatically in 2015. The latest Blackout 
Tracker report, from power management 
company Eaton, says there were 640 outages 
in 2015, a marked increase on the 537 
incidents recorded in 2014 with a total of 
2,564,827 people affected by the outages, 
which lasted for an average of 50 minutes.

The statistics in the Blackout Tracker highlight 
the problem of unreliable electricity supply 
at a time when the UK’s ageing energy 
infrastructure is coming under increasing 
pressure. A report from the Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers (IMechE) warns that 
as many older coal-fired power stations are 
shut down, the UK is facing a 40-55 percent 
electricity supply gap – resulting in the 
likelihood of more frequent power outages. 
… And we are all aware of the publicity 
surrounding the spinning reserve and warnings 
of potential enforced power cuts each winter.

On the other hand strict guidelines regarding 
emissions and stories of “dirty diesel” abound 
which can’t be ignored, some based on fact 
while other stories are hugely exaggerated. 
The SNP in Scotland, for example, has pledged 
to reduce Scotland’s CO2 emissions to 50 
per cent of 1990 levels by 2020 in its latest 
manifesto, while the recent Paris climate talks 
have urged governments around the world 
to sign up to reduce Co2 emissions. Diesel is 
being cited by the media as a major culprit in 
adding to high pollution levels.

However, advances in clean green diesel 
technology, low sulphur fuel and efficiency,  
as well as the use of gas and hybrid generators 
can go a long way to dispel the myths and help 
to meet targets. With diesel powering 90%  
of Global trade it is important to continue  
the development of clean diesel.

Allen Schaeffer, Executive Director of the 
Diesel Technology Forum a non-profit 
organisation dedicated to raising awareness 
about the importance of diesel engines, 
fuel and technology (www.dieselforum.org) 
said: “Responsibility for our environment 
is a shared one. Owners and operators of 
all diesel engines and equipment must do 
their part to contribute to using less fuel and 
lower emissions by an attention to regular 
maintenance and proper operation to ensure 
the best performance for the environment. 
Where possible the use of high-quality 
renewable biodiesel fuels can benefit both 
local economies and our global environment.”

Some of the major highlights for new clean 
diesel technology include*:

•  A 98% reduction in nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
and particulate matter (PM) emissions from 
new commercial diesel trucks and buses.

•  A 90% reduction in PM and a 50% cut 
in NOx emissions from new farm and 
construction equipment

•  A 97% reduction in sulphur in new  
diesel fuel

•  Diesel cars and pick up trucks are 30% 
more fuel efficient than petrol vehicles

*(Statistics taken from www.dieselforum.org)

Whatever emissions targets are set, the diesel 
engine seems unlikely to disappear from any 
of our lives for the foreseeable future, and 
to not only avoid being tagged with the ‘dirty 
diesel’ label but to shout out about great 
achievements it is an obligation of the industry 
to inform, educate and publicise the great 
improvements constantly being made. Thanks 
to the BBC for commissioning “The Engine 
That Powers the World”. 

© iStock Photo Library

one to watch
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Make the  
connection!

To join contact Lisa at lisa.dalton@amps.org.uk or phone 01787 221025 
for more information or to request a membership form 

www.amps.org.uk
AMPS, Peershaws, Berewyk Hall Court, White Colne, Colchester, Essex CO6 2QB

The Association of Manufacturers and Suppliers of Power generating Systems

The Association of Manufacturers and suppliers of Power Systems and ancillary equipment

Member benefits include:
• Annual Conference

• AMPS Awards

• Membership of Europgen 

•  Influencing standards – representation  
by technical committee on current 
issues: RoSH, Grid Codes, Noise and 
Exhaust Emissions

•  News & Marketing – Current Thinking 
newsletters, AMPS Power magazine, 
AMPS website, Member Directory – 
online and printed 

•  Brand Usage – use widely recognised 
AMPS member brand on documents, 
websites, product etc. 

• Publicity

•  Specifiers Jargon Buster – free to 
specifiers, advertising opportunity 
for members 

• Regional Events 

•  Technician Training – to professionalise 
the sector and give a badge to companies 
that invest in good practice 

•  Free Legal advice helpline –  
Help on regulatory enforcement  
issues – one hour free per month 

•  Emergency Response Line –  
Emergency legal advice on incidents 

•  Legal updates – keep up to date  
with topical legal developments 

•  Member Events, Networking 
Opportunities and Advice
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Awards Evening – Celebrating Success Exhibitions – Supporting Members Networking – Great Events

Are you a generator manufacturer, supplier, 
distributor, service provider, rental company or 
business related to the standby power sector?

If this applies to you we’d like to invite you to become a member 
of AMPS, the Association of Manufacturers and suppliers of Power 
generating Systems and ancillary equipment.

Celebrating our 30th anniversary in 2016, AMPS has been providing 
technical guidance, lobbying support, networking opportunities and 
best-practice assistance for our members, the industry and all those 
who need our input for the last three decades.



The Association of Manufacturers and Suppliers of Power generating Systems
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CUMMINS QSK60 DIESEL 
SERIES SETS NEW STANDARD 
FOR POWER, PERFORMANCE 
AND RELIABILITY
New 2750 kVA generator set with the latest Cummins 
QSK60-G22 60-litre engine brings more power using less  
fuel in a smaller footprint

Manston, Kent, England – Building on a tradition of technological 
innovation, performance and reliability, Cummins Power Generation 
introduces the QSK60-G22 engine as part of the QSK60 Diesel 
Series. Having previously only been available in a 60 Hz version, the 
new 50 Hz generator is pushing the Cummins advantage in global 
markets – as the only manufacturer able to deliver 2750 kVA of 
power utilising the powerful and more fuel-efficient 60-litre engine. 
Other generator set manufacturers in this range use engines that are 
up to 50% larger in engine displacement, making the QSK60 the most 
cost-effective and most efficient power generating solution in its class. 

“This latest addition to our product portfolio builds on Cummins 
Power Generation’s position as a market leader in this industry. When 
you need a generator set that produces more power and consumes 
less fuel in a smaller footprint, this product will not disappoint,” said 
Cummins Power Generation Product Management Leader Cody 
Albertus.

Ideal for mission-critical applications that require quick, responsive 
and reliable emergency power – such as data centres, hospitals, 
water treatment plants, campuses, manufacturing facilities and large 
retail and recreational sites – the C2750D5B provides the highest 
level of reliability as all the parts are designed, tested and supported 
to work together in this specific configuration. At Cummins we call 
this The Power of One™, where all the major components – engine, 
alternator, transfer switch and control system – are engineered and 
manufactured by a single supplier to work seamlessly together for  
the life of the product.

The introduction of the C2750D5B also builds on the outstanding 
success of equivalent models in the 60 Hz market and provides 
unprecedented levels of power density due to its smaller footprint. 
With this high level of power, together with its performance and the 
reliability, the QSK60 Diesel Series gives peak performance and cost 
savings over the life of the system.

power.cummins.com

Aggreko wins power generation 
contract for Galloper offshore 
wind farm
Aggreko will provide power generation during the construction 
phase of the 336 MW Galloper offshore wind farm, located 27 
miles off the Suffolk coast, UK.

The contract was awarded by James Fisher, the offshore and marine 
services contractor to Galloper Wind Farm Limited (GWFL), which 
is providing key elements of marine services and support during the 
construction phase, as part of a contract worth more than £25 million 
over the next two years.

Aggreko will supply 56 new lightweight 20 kVA wind-charged generators, 
plus a standby machine, to provide power during a 40-week plus 
construction phase, starting in July 2016.

Marcus Saul, Aggreko's Business Development Manager for Northern 
Europe Offshore Renewables, said: “Our new fleet of generators has 
been specially developed to withstand the extreme environment of  
the offshore wind market and this will be its first application.”

With outlets at 110V, 240V and 415V, the generators will be used to 
power hand tools and other equipment.

The Aggreko machines weigh less than one metric tonne and come with 
their own mini wind turbine, which is used to charge the generator’s 
battery. This avoids the need to start up the generator and improves the 
green performance. By keeping the battery continuously charged through 
long periods of standby duty, the risk of battery failure is much reduced 
and maintenance and servicing costs are minimized.

The lightweight and compact size of the generators means they can be 
transported by crew transfer vessels and lifted using the turbine’s Davit 
Crane, if required. James Fisher's team will refuel the generators and 
transport their own crew together with Aggreko maintenance engineers.

“We're delighted to win this prestigious contract and to work with 
James Fisher to provide reliable power to the project for the various 
construction activities,” said Marcus.

“The generators are backed by Aggreko's fully qualified offshore 
engineering and maintenance teams, who carry out planned maintenance 
to ensure reliability. They are available around the clock in the unlikely 
event of equipment failure.”

The Galloper offshore wind farm is scheduled to begin operation  
in March 2018. It is an extension of the existing and fully operational  
Greater Gabbard offshore wind farm, off the coast of Suffolk. Aggreko 
also supplied generators for commissioning power for this project.  
The average annual generation expected at the Galloper site should  
be equivalent to the domestic power needs of around 336,000 average 
UK homes.

Visit Aggreko at All-Energy on stand Q30 – www.all-energy.co.uk

Further information: www.aggreko.co.uk

Cummins Power Generation QSK60 
Diesel Series C2750D5B generator set
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Dieselec powers up 
nuclear power station
The generator expert, Dieselec Thistle Generators (DTG) has 
been selected by EDF Energy to replace the three existing 
generators and engine control system at Hunterston B, a nuclear 
power station located in Ayrshire on the West Coast of Scotland.

Hunterston B, which started producing power in 1976, currently 
generates up to 1000MW and is capable of supplying electricity to 
approximately 1.7million UK homes. With 520 fulltime EDF Energy 
employees, plus 250 full time contract partners, maintaining resilience 
during this upgrade project was critical. George Hobbins, DTG Project 
Manager, said: “The experience and capabilities within our team were 
ideally suited to delivering the replacement project at Hunterston B.  
All tradesmen underwent the required training and checks required for  
a job of this nature, and worked very closely with the site staff involved.

“We were able to fully simulate the live environment in our HQ test bay, 
enabling the team to fully test the system and carefully plan the staged 
installation so as to ensure resilience throughout the transition.”

It is expected that Hunterston B will operate until 2023 after which time, 
the power station will be decommissioned.

Dieselec Thistle reinforces 
health and safety leadership
Dieselec Thistle Generators (DTG) has been recertified with the 
OHSAS 18001: 2007 Occupational Health and Safety Standard.

George Hobbins, HSE Manager at DTG, said: “The accreditation equips 
the business with a recognised and structured approach to planning, 
implementing and managing a health and safety management system,  
and highlights our commitment to maintaining the highest health and 
safety standards.

“Furthermore, it empowers employees and provides our customers 
with peace of mind that they are dealing with a company that cares, 
and leads in the field of health and safety standards and environmental 
responsibility.”

What is BS OHSAS 18001? BS OHSAS 18001 is a framework for an 
occupational health and safety management system. It can help put in 
place the policies, procedures and controls needed for an organisation to 
achieve the best possible working conditions, aligned to internationally-
recognised best practice.

DTG has also been recently been audited by Achilles, the external 
body that verifies a supplier’s status as a trusted partner by assessing 
its supply capabilities and compliance with industry legislation. Part of 
this assessment involved a site survey as an addition to the management 
system. DTG was awarded 100% for health and safety, 98% for quality 
and 94% for environment.

This adds to the company’s portfolio of accreditations including ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001. RISQS, Safecontractor and Constructionline.

www.dieselecthistle.co.uk
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Engines benefit from good 
quality oil – Perkins Diesel 
Engine Oil
You might think that engine oils are all the same. In fact oil 
quality varies greatly. Lower quality oil has a shorter working life. 
Its impact on your engine will be higher fuel consumption and 
ultimately it will shorten your engine’s life. 

Using a good quality oil is genuinely better for your engine, as it 
will maximise engine life, control emissions and reduce the cost of 
maintenance. The correct oil will give you significant benefits such 
as smoother running, longer engine life and better return on your 
investment. 

To address their customer’s needs, the company have launched a new 
Perkins diesel engine oil (DEO), the only oil formulated specifically to 
match the conditions in Perkins engines. 

Oil’s key role is to lubricate the engine and remove heat. With increasing 
emissions standards and demands for power efficiency, engine oil has 
to work harder than ever to protect your diesel engine. Ever more 
sophisticated engine design and demands for reduced emissions  
means smaller working tolerances inside the engine, so the quality  
and performance of the oil becomes more important. 

The oil also reduces engine wear by preventing the build-up of deposits 
and sludge. With lower-quality engine oils, the levels and quality of 
additives can be significantly lower, dispersant levels may mean ash and 
deposits may not be kept in suspension, allowing them to stick to piston 
and rings. These deposits can attach to pistons and rings, causing cylinder 
wear, resulting in reduced performance, increased fuel consumption and 
potentially increased emissions. 

Perkins custom formulation 
Perkins DEO has been formulated specifically for the long operating life, 
and performance of Perkins engines. Resulting from more than 28 years 
of experience from across our wider business, thousands of hours in 
the field and many hundreds of hours testing. This unique engine oil is 
comprised of a mix of additives, designed specifically to prevent the build-
up of conditions that can impair the oil performance, reduce operating life 
and potentially damage engine components. 

“We’ve created Perkins DEO to give you unbeatable protection and 
unrivalled engine performance and the results have been proven in 
elevated condition testing,” said Julian Wood, product marketing manager, 
service and maintenance products. 

Made up of three base oils that deliver the right viscosity across the 
working temperature ranges, Perkins DEO includes a combination  
of 12 beneficial additives, such as: 

•  Viscosity stabilisers to ensure a long and stable operating life 

•  Dispersants and detergents to prevent the build-up of sludge and ash 

•  Anti-wear agents and friction modifiers to ensure good lubrication and 
prevent wear 

A custom formulation specially designed to meet the needs of their hard 
working off-highway engines, Perkins approves and recommends Perkins 
DEO 15W-40 API CI-4 as the only oil to use in Perkins engines, EU Stage 
IIIA/U.S. EPA Tier 3 equivalent and below. 

The formulation of Perkins DEO is unique to Perkins. Available in 20 
or 208 litre quantities, Perkins DEO is available from local Perkins 
distributors.

The right solutions for 
telecoms 
Today it’s estimated that there are more than 1 million diesel 
engines providing backup power to telecoms sets around the 
world. 

For many years Perkins has supported the telecoms sector, as their 
400 Series range of compact and reliable engines are particularly suited 
to powering small generator sets, often sited in harsh and remote 
environments. 

“A shift in the market place in terms of telecoms tower ownership has led 
many companies to move towards selling space on one large tower,” said 
Simon Gray, electric power marketing manager. “This change is driving 
a focus on operating expenditure, with increasing demands to minimise 
engine operating costs.” 

“Instead of a generator set running for hours at a time, the market has 
seen a move towards hybrid type solutions that integrate batteries 
charged by photovoltaic panels and wind. These new solutions however 
still need backup power from a generator, which is used to trickle charge 
the batteries, ensuring power is always available.” 

Perkins offering has been developed from its core 400 Series engine, 
expanding the range to offer variable speed engines such as the 403D-
07 and 403D-11 for generator sets. To maximise the benefits of these 
engines, generator set manufacturers can work with their highly skilled 
Applications and Engineering team to develop applications that deliver 
class-leading fuel consumption and extended service intervals to meet  
the OEM and end user requirements. 

www.perkins.com
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Filtertechnik’s top tips for fuel management
For all of you new to the filtration market 
or whom have spent many years working 
to find the perfect fuel management 
strategy, Filtertechnik have put together 
some top tips:

1. Site Surveys
Understand your fuel storage on site properly 
and always check:

a.  Type and size of the tank (tank construction, 
steel/plastic)

b. Positioning (above ground/underground)

c.  Age of the facility – this will determine how 
often the fuel needs to be checked and if 
pressure testing is required.

d.  Check for areas where water ingress  
is possible, air vents, loose manholes or 
fittings etc.

e. Check how often the fuel is replenished.

You will now have a good idea of possible 
problems and the best solutions. Remember 
though, even the best facilities can also end  
up with contaminated fuel.

2. Fuel sampling
There are various methods of sampling fuel:

a.  Consider any access complications – a sample 
vacuum pump or fuel sampler can be used.

b.  Ensure the equipment and sample container 
are clean and dry for each sample taken.

c.  Firstly take a bottom sample to provide the 
worst case in terms of the fuel condition. If 
the sample is not clear and bright then;

d.  A middle and top sample can be taken to 
determine the extent of the contamination.

3. Sample Analysis & Interpretation
Visual clarity does not always mean that 
the fuel is within specification. It is strongly 
recommended that further testing be 
undertaken.

a.  Standard on site fuel testing includes water 
content ppm, particulate (18/16/13 ISO 
4406) and microbial growth.

b.  Further testing by a laboratory includes 
FAME content, sulphur content, water, 
particulate and microbial growth.

c.  A laboratory report will give you a full 
understanding of the condition of the fuel and 
often the laboratory will advise next steps.

4. Fuel Cleanup
If analysis shows that your fuel does not meet 
specification, remedial action will be required.

a.  Establish the source of the contamination if 
possible, e.g. free water could indicate water 
ingress – was the filler cap left off? Could 
groundwater be entering the fuel tank?

b.  Repair and ensure the fuel storage facility  
is secure.

c.  Clean the fuel – depending on the condition 
of the fuel, this may include removing the 
fuel, tank cleaning and offsite fuel cleaning.

d.  If the fuel is not too far off specification,  
it can be cleaned in situ.

e.  Decide if you can you afford to be offline 
while the fuel is being cleaned. Onsite fuel 
polishing allows your fuel to be available at 
all times, without the need for standby fuel 
facilities.

5. Fuel Management Programme
Once you have ensured both the fuel and 
facility are clean, it is critical to put a plan in 
place for regular checks.

a.  Sampling should be conducted at least once  
a month and on each delivery of fuel.

b.  Consider fitting a fixed fuel polishing 
system, designed to recirculate the fuel at 
predetermined times to ensure it remains 
clean and dry.

Among the leaders in the field Filtertechnik are 
always available to assist with all of the above 
to ensure you adopt the most appropriate 
solution and the most cost effective one for 
your business.

They will be exhibiting at the Data Centre 
World – find them on stand F40 to see their 
latest filtration solutions for backup generators 
and talk to their friendly expert team.

www.filtertechnik.co.uk

Bright sparks through to UK final of Weld Off 2016
Students from five colleges and training 
organisations around the UK made it 
through to the Weld Off 2016 final,  
the annual competition to celebrate  
the UK’s top young welders.

Coleg Cambria, Neath Port Talbot College, 
New College Durham, City of Wolverhampton 
College and Training 2000 pitted their skills 
and creative flair against each other in the May 
11 contest, championed by leading equipment 
manufacturer Morris Site Machinery and 
hosted by business news broadcaster Steph 
McGovern. At stake was a £1,000 top prize for 
the winning college plus £500 for each member 
of the winning team, the coveted title of ‘Weld 
Off 2016 Champions’ as well as the opportunity 
to compete to build their skills, confidence and 
their industry expertise in such a core sector.

Morris Site Machinery in Four Ashes, 
Wolverhampton, the supplier of ArcGen  
welder generators, organised the competition 
with Speedy Services, EAL and KEMPPI, to  
give students and apprentices, aged 16-26, a 
chance to demonstrate their welding skills,  
gain experience and boost their careers.

Steph McGovern (left), who 
won the title Young Engineer for 
Britain when she was 19, said: 
“Developing young people’s 
skills is so important for their 
future and for a strong economy. 

This competition is a great opportunity for the 
finalists to showcase their abilities. I’m excited 
about seeing what they can do and also how 
they will interpret this year’s theme of ‘God 
Save the Queen’.”

The five colleges competed against each other 
in the final at Speedy’s National Distribution 
Centre in Tamworth for the sought after title of 
‘Weld Off Champions 2016’.

Phil Winnington, Managing Director at Morris 
Site Machinery, said: “Weld Off is all about 
promoting young people to get ahead in the  
UK welding industry and encouraging them  
to enhance their skills and knowledge. We  
are delighted that Steph McGovern joined us  
at the final and witnessed the talent out there.”

Entries were invited from all over the UK for 
the competition with a record number entering 
the competition this year. The finalists were 

tested on their ability and knowledge with 
a question and answer and safety round, a 
welding skills section and a creative challenge 
on the theme ‘God Save the Queen’ which was 
chosen to mark the Queen’s 90th birthday. 
The teams were judged by industry experts 
Mick Link from Speedy Services, Judge Michael 
Scarrott from EAL and welding specialist 
Richard Denholm, Sales Director for Morris 
Site Machinery. Congratulations to Coleg 
Cambria who were the overall winners with 
their version of the Queen’s Carriage.

www.morrismachinery.co.uk

member news

Steph McGovern with the winners, Coleg Cambria
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THE FIRST OMEGAFLEX – DOUBLETRAC® UK INSTALLATIONS
Since 1975, OmegaFlex has been supplying quality-engineered 
flexible metal piping products that meet highly engineered 
industrial, residential, and commercial applications. OmegaFlex’s 
reputation in the marketplace was built through outstanding 
engineering support and product design, excellent customer 
service, fully stocked inventory, and on-time delivery. Utilising 
innovative manufacturing technologies, OmegaFlex produces the 
highest quality and most cost effective solutions to the industry.

DoubleTrac® was 
originally released 
in 2009, and is 
widely used for 
diesel generators, 
Marina/dock/pier 
applications, military 
and government 
facilities within the 
USA. It is approved 
for diesel, gasoline, 

aviation fuels, E-85, methanol, biofuels and a host of other liquid fuels. 
Doubletrac® is extensively used within hospitals, military facilities, data 
centres, hotels and dock fuelling stations. DoubleTrac® is specified within 
telecommunication facilities such as AT&T and Verizon for their switching 
stations and data centres and has been used within a variety of generator 
back-up systems for hospitals such as Kaiser-Permanente, VA Hospitals, 
Alta-Bates and many more. Doubletrac® has gained wide acceptance in 
the USA for liquid fuel systems and has become the product of choice for 
the transmission of diesel fuel for generator sets. 

In March of 2016 PFS Fueltec Ltd, working with EOSS Maintenance LLP 
from Hampshire, completed the first installation in the UK of 3 generator 
back-up systems using the OmegaFlex DoubleTrac® stainless steel pipe 
work system on the diesel supply to the generator rooms.

DoubleTrac® is an innovative double-wall fuel piping design with a primary 
interior layer of zero-permeation, highly corrosive resistant, corrugated 
stainless steel combined with an outer secondary jacket made from 
Ethylene Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (EFEP) bonded to Nylon 12. 
The strength and zero permeation resistance of stainless steel combined 

with the superior permeation resistance of EFEP as a secondary barrier 
provide a highly durable design utilising proven materials. The outer 
jacket is resistant to hydrocarbons, chemical and water exposure, UV 
stabilised for above ground and marine use and the interstitial space 
provided continuous monitoring of the pipe for leak detection – making 
DoubleTrac® a good solution for the industries diesel fuel installations.

The pipe terminations, 90 degree elbows and tee’s are manufactured 
from 316 stainless steel and are reusable, should pipe work runs change 
during installation. Available in 3 sizes 1", 1.5" and 2" the pipe work can  
be supplied in complete coils or cut to length.

John Eddowes of EOSS Maintenance LLP was extremely pleased with 
the time required for installation and praised the design of the coupling 
connection. The pipe flexibility was a major factor in the quality and finish 
of the installation due to the ability to direct and locate it into the pipe run 
trays. Not only was the customer EOSS very pleased with the quality of 
installation, the end user too.

Contact: PFS Fueltec on 01376 535260  
or e mail sales@pfsfueltec.com for more details.

Advanced Diesel Engineering
Advanced Diesel Engineering have been reaping the benefits 
of hard work, particularly in the area of apprenticeships, 
having won awards for the following: 

Apprentice Employer of the Year Award 2015 –  
our 1st award we got from Wakefield College

New Employer of the Year 2016 –  
Our latest award from Wakefield Council for our work  
with apprentices

Award for Strategic Growth –  
This is an award from Cummins for our work with them  
as a business partner in 2015

We had an internal competition between the Welding 
apprentices on building a 4 foot tall man.

1st place – Tom Webster 2nd place – Harrison Morgan
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We’re delighted to announce that two of our 
members have won the prestigious Queen’s 
Award for Industry. Read about them here...

A. J. Power 
A.J. Power are delighted to announce that they are the recipient 
of a Queen’s Award for International Trade. The Queen’s Awards 
for Enterprise are the highest official UK awards for business 
success. The award was received for achieving outstanding  
growth in overseas sales over the last three financial years.  
Her Majesty The Queen makes the Awards on the advice of the 
Prime Minister, who is assisted by an Advisory Committee that 
includes representatives of Government, industry and commerce, 
and the trade unions. They are announced annually on 21 April, 
The Queen’s birthday.

A.J. Power manufactures diesel generating sets and associated equipment 
in the range 10 – 3350kva, (610kgs – 25000kgs) in Craigavon, Co. 
Armagh. The products are used as a primary source of electrical power 
or as a standby to a utility. They are available in open or sound attenuated 
formats with a comprehensive range of optional equipment including 
digital automatic transfer switches and automatic synchronization systems.

A.J. Power generating sets are operating in a wide variety of applications 
– villages in the Andes, airports in Scandinavia, construction sites in the 
Middle East, mines in Myanmar, hospitals in New Zealand and numerous 
Data Centres throughout the world. A.J. Power seeks to increase its 
global reach each year by opening up new sales territories; the most 
significant new market the company entered in 2015 was the Far East.  
In the last financial year A.J. Power sold products to 67 countries across 
five continents.

Winning a prestigious Queen’s Award for International Trade offers all  
at A.J. Power the opportunity to reflect on the significant export growth 
and overall business success they have achieved during the last three 
years. We strongly believe that winning a Queen’s Award will highlight  
the strength of U.K. manufacturing and help A.J. Power to gain recognition 
and raise its profile throughout the World.

www.ajpower.net
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JCB 
JCB is today honoured for innovation and export sales growth with 
three Queen’s Awards for Enterprise. 

Winning its first Queen’s Awards is JCB Power Systems, producer of the 
engine which powered the JCB Dieselmax streamliner to a world diesel 
land speed record of 350.092mph on the Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah, USA, 
a decade ago – a record which has never been broken. 

The company, based in Foston, Derbyshire wins the Queen’s Award 
for Innovation for the development of its Ecomax engine family. Fitted 
with a novel combustion system using new technology and sophisticated 
computer control to meet new global emissions legislation, the innovative 
feature cuts fuel consumption by 10% and eliminates the need for  
after-treatment. 

JCB originally began producing engines in 2004 to power its own 
machines and today more than 70% of all the company’s products are 
fitted with the JCB engine. Such has been the success of the engine that 
other companies around the world now buy it and overseas sales grew by 
more than 325% between 2012 and 2014 – earning JCB Power Systems a 
second Queen’s Award, this time for International Trade. 

Completing the Queen’s Awards hat-trick for the JCB Group is Cheadle, 
Staffordshire-based JCB Compact Products, manufacturer of compact 
construction equipment including micro, mini and midi excavators. In the 
face of fierce global competition, overseas sales of JCB Compact Products’ 
machines grew by 25% from 2013 to 2015 – earning the business a 
Queen’s Award for International Trade. 

The three accolades mean that JCB cements its position as the UK record 
holder of Queen’s Awards – winning a total of 30 since its first in 1969. 

JCB Chairman Lord Bamford said today: “Product innovation is what 
drives JCB’s success, so we are particularly thrilled that the JCB engine has 
won a Queen’s Award for Innovation. In the 12 years since manufacturing 
began, JCB has produced more than 350,000 of its own engines, secured 
a diesel land speed record and developed a great British business which 
employs more than 250 people, so winning Queen’s Awards marking our 
achievements is the icing on the cake. 

“For JCB Compact Products to win a Queen’s Award for increasing 
exports is a tremendous achievement because the company operates in 
a fiercely competitive market, particularly in the mini excavator sector 
where there are more than 30 different global manufacturers.” 

Established in 1999, JCB Compact Products Ltd, designs and manufactures 
a range of compact construction equipment including micro, mini and 
midi excavators from 0.8 to 10 tonnes, which sell in large volumes around 
the world. The mini digger sector business worth more than £4 billion 
worldwide and the company’s machines are sold in more than 100 
countries.

JCB Power Systems Ltd designs and manufactures diesel engines for a 
range of ‘off highway’ construction, industrial & agricultural equipment 
sectors, covering the 55kW – 225kW (74HP – 300HP) power category.

External sales have grown rapidly and last year almost a quarter of the 
engines produced by JCB were for external customers. These engines are 
working in a wide range of different machines and in environments varying 
from harsh desert to extreme arctic conditions.

The latest Ecomax family of engines is unique amongst its competitors in 
that the new and innovative combustion process prevents the creation 
of emissions in the first place, rather than eliminating them later using 
after treatment such as a catalyst or a filter. Since 2010 JCB has saved 
customers more than one billion litres of fuel through the introduction 
of more efficient machine operating systems and the innovative Ecomax 
engine has been a major contributor to this saving. 

www.jcbpowerproducts.com
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paul on the road

Paul on the Road

Cummins Training Facility, Daventry

I have just spent a very enjoyable day at 
the Cummins Engine plant in Daventry, 
the reason for the visit was to discuss 
the AMPS technical accreditation 
scheme for engineers of which Cummins 
are one of the module suppliers. 

The day started off with me being greeted by 
Graham Payne, who is the Cummins Senior 
Service Training Advisor. He duly introduced 
me to his staff and then had a quick one 
hour initial discussion in his office, with the 
customary excellent cup of coffee. Graham 
gave me his vision of what he wanted to 
do with the training facility and of course 
the AMPS training scheme, and after this 
discussion I was full of confidence that this 
training facility is going to be of immense 
value for our AMPS engineers. 

Following on from this, we had lunch in the 
onsite restaurant which obviously will be the 
same place where our trainees will be taking 
lunch when they are on the Cummins course. 
The whole efficiency of this restaurant lends 
itself to making it a positive approach for the 
trainee engineers and a feel good factor is 
given off. 

After lunch I was given a full guided tour of 
the factory and I must admit I was thoroughly 
impressed (having visited engine factories all 
over the world). This is a state of the art facility 
that I am sure prospective visitors there are 
completely overwhelmed by it all. 

The next session was a very in-depth guided 
tour of the training facilities, and from the 
photographs in the article you will fully 
understand why. 

power.cummins.com
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Paul on the Road

Cummins Training Facility, Daventry Cummins administration staff

Mavis Lamb, Paul Blything, Graham Payne, and Katherine Miller. 

Graham Payne, Ian Harrison, Amandeep Guru, Alan Beale, and George Sarimpalidis
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PLEASED�TO�MEET�YOU!

Those�members�who�attended�the�AMPS�Conference�will�remember�the�inspirational�presentation�given�by�
Susan�Scurlock,�founder�of�Primary�Engineer,�a�UK�wide�organisation�set�up�in�2005,�to�encourage�primary�
school�children�to�be�involved�with�and�discover�engineering.

For�those�who�missed�out,�Susan�has�agreed�to�write�for�AMPS�Power�and�we�hope�that�some�of�our�AMPS�
members�will�take�up�her�challenge.�If�you�decide�that�you�would�like�to�sign�up�to�be�involved,�then�we’d�
like�to�hear�from�you�so�we�can�feature�your�experience�and�your�company�in�forthcoming�issues�of�this�
magazine.�Contact�Lisa�at�lisa.dalton@amps.org.uk�and�one�of�the�
team�will�come�back�to�you.

Over�to�Susan…

And it really was! The AMPS annual conference at the spectacular 
Institution of Civil Engineers, great speakers, interested (and awake) 
audience, fabulous food and gracious hosts who could ask for more…. 
well actually that is what this article is about, asking for more…

Teams at the Burnley Celebration 2015 
show off their entries

Archie Bethell, CEO of Babcock 
International, presents the 

winners trophies for the Primary 
Engineer East of Scotland 

Regional Final 2015

Winners at the Burnley Celebration 2015, 
held at Burnley Football Club
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PLEASED�TO�MEET�YOU!

For those of you at the conference you would 
have heard my description and rational behind 
our endeavours to bring engineering into the 
nations primary and secondary classrooms. I 
should have also given you a strong impression 
of our ambition to do this for every school. We 
are some way towards this, in some regions 
this is growing faster than in others and we are 
finding ourselves invited to speak to more and 
more people keen to see it happen.

Burnley for instance, I wonder what image 
that name conjured in your mind’s eye – I bet 
it isn’t one of engineering excellence, world 
beating industry or an engineering company 
director who has won two Oscars, and Emmy 
and a Grammy!? Mark Crabtree of AMS NEVE 
and Chair of the Burnley Bondholders has 
long been vocal about the need to develop 
the young people of Burnley especially as the 
industries based here offer such extraordinary 
opportunities for them. Earlier this month 
Burnley Council and AMS NEVE announced 
that funding had been allocated to bring 
Early Years Engineer®, Primary Engineer® 
and Secondary Engineer® – in fact The 
Universe of Engineering® to Burnley. The 
Burnley Bondholders are supporting the 
schools – providing that much needed context 
for learning, the teachers are enjoying the 
challenge and all the schools are actively 
involved opening up the curriculum with a new 
dimension of engineering.

It is a great story and one we are especially 
proud of, but it isn’t the same picture across 
the country. We have lots of schools who join 
the programme each year that we just cannot 
find engineers to support. We aren’t talking 
weeks and weeks of an engineer’s time – just 
a couple of days a year. Although I would 
challenge you to only do a couple of days once 
you get started! Imagine the impact of engaging 
young children with engineering on you! You 
will be asked questions that are completely 
left of field, insightful and at times hilarious 
– the experience will bring a dimension to 
your own personal development you could 
never expected – to put it bluntly if you can 
keep the attention of primary aged pupils no 
board room presentation will ever give you a 
problem again. You will also be able to ‘dine 
out’ on the stories you will accumulate! What’s 
to lose?

On the other slightly more serious hand, you 
will have helped change the perception of 
engineering for generations to come – yes 
generations, as the teacher will have been 
listening, watching and may even have been 
part of a visit to your site he or she will never 
forget the experience or you and every 
class they teach they will hold a positive and 
knowledgeable image of engineering – and 
you did that! Every child you talk to, help, 
will remember you, where you worked and 
what you did and in most cases they will tell 

their family about the experience. These are 
not one hit wonders, not a here today gone 
tomorrow activity – but we are looking for a 
bit of commitment from you to go into schools 
annually so that the experience for the children 
becomes less of a rare phenomenon but an 
annual expectation of engineering.

Our Universe of Engineering® incorporates 
Early Years Engineer® (for reception and 
pre-school), Primary Engineer® (sequential 
skills based courses that also have celebration 
events and regional finals) Secondary Engineer® 
(for the first couple of years in secondary), 
The Institution of Primary Engineers® and 
the Institution of Secondary Engineers® (two 
professional engineering institutions for 
children), The Special Leaders Awards (asking 
children to interview engineers and answer 
the question what would you do if you could 
be an engineer?) a Master’s Level Course for 
teachers ‘Engineering STEM Learning’ and 
the Rogers Knight Award for an inspirational 
engineer – so please take your pick we can 
invite you to training days with teachers and 
advise you how to be involved at whatever 
level you would like. So it was a pleasure to 
meet you and hopefully see you soon!

For more information, visit  
www.primaryengineer.com 

or contact me directly  
susan.scurlock@primaryengineer.com

Primary Engineer North East Regional Final, St Cuthberts 
School, Newcastle 2015

Primary Engineer Red Rose  
Awards Skills Provider of the Year 2016

Oldham Schools Celebration 2015, 
held at Oldham Sixth Form Centre
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AMPS TECHNICAL COMMITTEE: 

Forthcoming European Network Codes 

THE PINK PAGES

Executive Summary
New European legislation is starting to come into force intended 
to enable renewables, ensure security of supply and enhance cross 
border trade. One piece of this legislation requires that manufacturers 
of synchronous embedded generators re-design their products to be 
compliant with new electrical performance criteria. These changes 
will predominately affect the engine governing/control system and the 
generator.

The legislation is expected to come into force in the spring/summer 
of 2016 with a three year transitional period for products to be made 
compliant however there are more details still to be worked through 
at the member state level before clear guidelines for manufacturers and 
installers can be evolved.

The impact of these changes could result in significant costs in the final 
product, some being incurred by the gen-set manufacturer and some 
being incurred by suppliers, owners or operators. The magnitude 
of these costs is not yet visible however one gen-set supplier has 
suggested that compliance with the German grid code, which is very 
similar, looks set to cost their business $450k per gen-set type.

Backgound
The European network codes are intended to provide a set of 
harmonized rules for the operation of the gas and electricity sector in 
Europe. They will apply to parties operating in the European energy 
sector and govern all electricity and gas market transactions with a 
cross-border impact. The rationale for the codes is that wholesale 
market and network access arrangements need to be aligned across the 
28 Member States if a competitive European market in electricity and 
gas is to emerge. There is strong political support for this objective – 
EU Heads of Government have set a target of end-2014 for completion 
of a single European energy market (though in practice considerable 
further work will be necessary to achieve this).

The process for establishing the European network codes is set out 
in the Third Energy Liberalisation Package adopted in 2009. The 
Package aims to develop an integrated EU gas and electricity market to 
meet the important challenges faced by the energy sector in Europe. 
The network codes are intended to ensure the effective operation 
of electricity and gas transmission systems to meet Europe’s trio of 
energy policy goals: ensuring the security of supply, promoting the 
decarbonisation of the energy sector and creating competitive, liquid 
markets which benefit customers.

There are eleven interconnect grid codes (see Figure 1).

Implementation
The timelines for the introduction of these codes has changed  
as they have moved through the process but this is the latest  
position (see Figure 2).

The intended benefits for the codes are to :-

1. Enable renewables
2. Ensure security of supply
3. Enhance competition

Engagement
Given that it could have such an impact upon the embedded 
synchronous generator business what is being done about it? AMPS 
are working with a broad group of industry stakeholders through 
participation in workgroups, conference call, speaking at public 
meetings etc. to ensure that industry interests and those of the broader 
synchronous embedded generator industry are impacted as little 
as possible by these changes. These engagements are happening at 
European, TSO and DNO levels and through our links with the ADE, 
EuropGen and Eugine we are able to help pull together coherent 
arguments to support the cases we are putting to the various parties 
involved in the implementation process.

Figure 1

1
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Impact
The code currently of most interest to the European synchronous 
embedded generator market is the Requirement for Generators or 
RfG. The subject of the RfG is as follows (from Article 1):-

This Regulation establishes a network code which lays down the 
requirements for grid connection of power generating facilities, 
including synchronous power generating modules, power park modules 
and offshore power park modules, to the interconnected electricity 
system. It, therefore, helps to ensure fair conditions of competition 
in the internal electricity market, to ensure system security and the 
integration of renewable electricity sources, and to facilitate Union-
wide trade in electricity. It also lays down the obligations for ensuring 
that network operators make appropriate use of the power generating 
facilities’ capabilities in a transparent and non-discriminatory manner 
to provide a level playing field throughout the Union.

In its scope it covers every type of generation connected to the 
distribution network from 800W upwards. Thus it captures 99% of  
the market for parallel embedded generator regardless of their primary 
fuel – fossil or renewable.

In the following summary some of the figures are still to be finalised 
through the local implementation phase, GB is currently consulting  
on the top limit in each band.

In summary the RfG groups generators into bands based upon their 
generation capacity (see Figure 3).

Each band is given a set of requirements and the requirements are 
cumulative as you move through the bands, that is a Type B generator 
has the requirements of a Type A and the additional requirements of 
the Type B etc.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Type A B C D

GB 800We – 1MWe 1MWe – 50MWe 50MWe – 75MWe Above 75MWe

Ireland 800We – 100kWe 100kWe – 5MWe 5MWe – 10MWe Above 10MWe

Continental Europe 800We – 1MWe 1MWe – 50MWe 50MWe – 75MWe Above 75MWe

Nordic 800We – 1.5MWe 1.5MWe – 10MWe 10MWe – 30MWe Above 30MWe

Baltic 800We – 500kWe 500kWe – 10MWe 10MWe – 15MWe Above 15MWe

1: In case ACER does not attach a recommendation to its opinion, ENTSO-E has the opportunity to resubmit the code.
2:  Some provisions are going through early implementation before this stage. Estimated implementation period vary from 18 months for NC OPS to 39 months for 

NC FCA, for NC EB, a 6 years phased introduction period is planned.
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This note will focus on the two main bands of interest for AMPS in the 
areas of Europe in which we operate; these are Type A and Type B. 

Current Situation
Once the RfG is published as legislation the drafting teams in the 
member state TSOs and DSOs can finalise the changes to their Grid 
and Distribution codes and manufacturers can ensure their equipment 
is compliant. The RfG gives a three year period from coming into force 
after which all equipment being sold needs to comply however given 
the likely implementation time for the member states to produce new 
grid codes the time available for manufacturers to have certainty of 
requirements is likely to be closer to two years. 

Market forces are likely to mean that specification will start to come 
out requiring compliance to the RfG as soon as it becomes law and 
delivery of compliant equipment is likely to be required long before the 
end of the transitional period. This gives those early actors in achieving 
compliance an opportunity to differentiate their product and sell at a 
higher price.

Further comments in this document are based upon synchronous 
generators, typically powered by diesel or gas fuelled reciprocating 
engines.

Actions Required
•  Investigate existing products’ control systems to see if they can 

comply with the frequency vs power control requirements
•  Consult with the ac generator suppliers about changes necessary  

to the construction of the generators to meet the LVFRT 
performance parameters

•  Work with the ac generator suppliers to understand if any changes 
are necessary in the existing products’ control systems to meet the 
LVFRT performance parameters, this is likely to impact generators 
most severely as they are inherently poor at managing step changes 
in load

•  Consult with the gen-set suppliers about their compliance with the 
suggested LVFRT performance parameters.

•  Design in these features into new and existing products (or at least 
be mindful of the need for these features when designing new 
products)

•  Prepare for the new testing/compliance regime as soon as it 
becomes visible.

•  Continue to engage with the regulatory authorities and the TSO/
DNO bodies to ensure that opportunities to represent the issues 
faced by the industry due to the RfG are clearly explained and 
workable alternative that are more favourable to embedded 
synchronous DG are offered

•  Members to engage with TC to provide support for meetings/
technical issues wherever possible

Conclusion
Whilst the structure of the RfG is known the devil is in the detail. The 
final European document, hopefully in spring/summer 2016, will give 
final clarity although there are not expected to be any material changes 
from the current draft. Some member states are further down the 
process of implementing the changes in their codes than others, GB 
being a good example. So whilst for the GB market place there is work 
that can be started on checking for and designing in compliance there 
is a lot of work that cannot be undertaken until the individual member 
states provide their own interpretation on the legislation. The fact that 
the RfG sets some parameters at a European level but also allows for 
other values to be set at member state level means there is a chance 
that products designed for one market would not be deemed to be 
compliant in another thus meaning manufacturers would need to 

undertake different tests or even have different designs for different 
member states’ markets. In some ways this isn’t too different from now. 
Unfortunately the possible breadth of this is something that is difficult 
to ascertain at the present.

To further confuse matters there are two draft international standards 
relating to the technical aspects of generator connection which look 
likely to materialise around the same time and become the overriding 
legal documents – the position of the GB DNOs on these documents is 
not completely clear although we expect them to adopt them certainly 
in part but they may be forced to adopt them in their entirety.

What is clear however is the cost increase that will be necessary to 
ensure that our product not only meet the requirements but also 
that they have been proven to meet the requirements. Some AMPS 
members estimate a 40% cost increase to be compliant with GB  
type B specifications.

RfG excerpts
Type A synchronous generators will be required to have the following 
additional features

1. Frequency response
2.  Broader G59 type over/under frequency and over/under  

voltage bands
3. Communication port

Type B synchronous generators will be required to have the following 
additional features
1. Frequency response
2.  Broader G59 type over/under frequency and over/under  

voltage bands
3. Low Voltage Fault Ride Through (LVFRT) capability
4. Communication port

All generator type will be subject to new testing and compliance 
procedures. These are yet to be defined at the member state level  
but could result in significant costs for the gen-set manufacturers.

So for Type A consideration needs to be given to Frequency response 
and the communications port.

The frequency response requirements are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4

Figure 1: Active power frequency response capability of power generating modules in 
LFSM-O. Pref is the reference active power to which ΔP is related and may be defined 
differently for synchronous power generating modules and power park modules. ΔP is the 
change in active power output from the power generating module.
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In words the requirement is that if the generator sees the grid 
frequency rising it needs to reduce its power output according to 
a predefined set of parameters. The intent is to ensure that over 
generation from intermittent uncontrollable sources is compensated  
for by reducing the output from more controllable plant.

Currently the testing and proving requirements are not clear and 
will have to wait until the documents are translated into the relevant 
member state grid and distribution codes.

The communication port requirements have still to be finalised but as 
Figure 5 implies a very simple, possibly volt free, type input to simply 
stop and start the equipment is being described. 

Note this gives the TSO/DNO the potential to stop all gen-sets 
whenever they want. A literal reading does not suggest a similar 
ability to re-start however common sense suggest it will simply be the 
removal of the constraint signal.

For Type B consideration needs to be given to the Type A requirements 
plus the LVFRT and an enhancement of the communications port

The real challenge for equipment manufacturers is the LVFRT 
requirements, Figure 6 shows the required performance.

The LVFRT requirement impacts upon the equipment in a couple of 
ways. In simple terms – Firstly, and in simple terms, the generator itself 
needs to be far more robust and contain more copper, secondly the 
engine control system needs to ensure that the sudden torque peak it 
will see when the transient happens doesn’t cause instability and thirdly 
the control system needs to keep running during the low voltage.

There are two key parameters here, firstly the depth of the voltage dip 
and here AMPS are campaigning for a retained voltage of 30 % that is 
manageable for synchronous gas and diesel fuelled reciprocating engine; 
and secondly the duration of the dip and here we believe a figure of less 
than 150mS is acceptable.

Some of the requirements of the RfG are taken from existing 
requirements in other European countries (Italy and Germany for 
example) which means that some suppliers of generators or gen-sets 
have demonstrated compliance to a similar set of parameters to those 
shown above which may ease the process especially in markets where 
Type B requirements only begin at sizes greater than 1MWe.

Also in Type B banding requirements, there is a potential for a more 
onerous communication requirements (see Figure 7), but note this gives 
the TSO/DNO the ability to modulate the output of the generator as 
well as the previous stop command.

Whilst the protocol is one of the yet to be decided aspects of the RfG 
conversations suggest there is an attraction to EN61850 which has a 
foothold in the power industry.

Forthcoming European Network Codes

Figure 5

The power generating module shall be equipped with a logic interface (input port) 
in order to cease active power output within five seconds following an instruction 
being received at the input port. In accordance with paragraphs 1 Article 7, 
the relevant network operator shall have the right to define requirements for 
equipment to make this facility operable remotely.

Figure 7

To control active power input, the power generating module shall be equipped 
with an interface (input port) in order to be able to reduce active power output 
following an instruction at the input port; and

Figure 6

Figure 3: Fault-ride-through profile of a power generating module. The diagram represents 
the lower limit of a voltage-against-time profile of the voltage at the connection point, 
expressed as the ratio of its actual value and its nominal value per unit before, during and 
after a fault Uret is the retained voltage at the connection point during a fault, tclear is the instant 
when the fault has been cleared. Urec1, Urec2, trec1, trec2 and trec3 specify certain points of lower 
limits of voltage recovery after fault clearance.


